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Engineering debate continues
Murray State officials do not expect CHE report to offer concrete resolution
Bv

ToM KIMMEL

MANAGING EDITOI

The battle between Murray
State and Paducah Community
College (PCC) for the proposed
engineering school intensified
over the summer.
PCC maintains that there is
a need for graduates with engineering degrees in western
Kentucky. The fact that there
is no local engineering school
means that area industry has
to bring in engineers from other
areas and schools. Those engineers normally do not want to
stay in western Kentucky and
move elsewhere when they
have the chance.
PCC maintains that a local
engineering school will produce
graduates that will stay in the

west Kentucky area.
Students enrolled in PCC's
engineering school would complete their first two years at
PCC just like they normally do.
However, instead of transferring to another school after
completing the first two years,
the student would remain at
PCC. The engineering classes
would be taught through telecourses and by faculty members of the University of
Kentucky (UK) at PCC, and
Murray would supply the other
courses.
"Instead of going somewhere
else the last two years they
would stay here," said PCC
president Len O'Hara. "The
engineering classes would be
taught on site."
While MSU does not deny the

Paducah Community College.
"It would be ludicrous to
' ' It would be ludicrous to think that you
think that you would want to
build a four-year school in
would want to build a four-year
Paducah," he said. "We do not
school in Paducah. We do not need
need one, and we certainly do
not want one."
''
one, and we certainly do not
Another area where the two
sides
disagree is over the cost of
want one
the school. O'Hara said the cost
the building can be paid for
Len O'Hara, PCC of
with money PCC has raised
privately, about $8 million.
"It will cost $8 million to
anyone
in
this
region
offers
a
need for engineers exists, the
build
it and put enough equipuniversity maintains that a four year program in this
ment
in it to do a good job," he
region,
Murray
is
the
one.
We
four-year engineering school in
said.
"We
have asked the state
do
not
want
another
four-year
Paducah would make PCC a
for
$1.5
to
$2 million for the
university
within
40
miles
of
four-year university. Murray
infrastructure on campus and
State does not want this to hap- Murray State."
pen.
In contrast, O'Hara said that then of course the operating
"We say we are the four-year Paducah is not interested in a money every year, which comes
university,"
said
MSU four-year school. The degree to $1.5 to $2 million."
Alexander said the cost of
President Kern Alexander. "If would be from UK. not

Paducah's school would be
higher than O'Hara's estimate.
"They estimate the initial
first year cost at $30 million,"
Alexander said. "I have said it
is $100 million before they
could be accredited. They are
talking about quickly building
a four-year university that in a
few years would be equivalent
to Murray State."
Alexander also said that
Murray State could implement
the program much cheaper and
sooner if the state would allow
it and the Council on Higher
Education
<CHE)
would
approve it.
The battle has raged all summer; through debates, CHE
hearings and special sessions of
the state legislature, but nothSee ENGINEERING/ 17

Full Internet access
available in Murray

.On-lt!f

BY SHELDON STAATS

Getting on-line to the
Internet is now an attractive
option for Murray residents.
• Full Internet acce88
Murray State and MCI have
collaborated
to
provide
Internet access for the Murray

MCI puts
MCI haa p~ ltudlr1(a

a

a11 ~&untv reatc~ents
...~ utbOardwlth which
to'eutf the Internet. Hare's what it
Wit c:oet to get on-Bne:

UIO ~. facutw,
etaff lll:ll~L.

$1

community. Dubbed MSU Online, the service will be
available to the community and
to students, faculty, staff and
alumni for a reduced rate.
The Internet, known as the
information
superhighway,
allows interactive communication through a computer to a
wealth of information the
(tl78)
world over. Text, audio and
graphical material will be L!~~~!~~~iiiiDhiCS'Edit;}
available through MSU-Online
to subscribers with Windows or Macintosh computers equipped
with modems. The key attraction is access to the World Wide
Web, the hyped and sophisticated Internet tool.
E-mail, Telnet, FTP and Gopher access will still be available
through the University at no cost to faculty, staff and students
• To subscribe
A 1-800 line is provided for subscriptions. Service will cost $12
a month to members of the university community and $17 toothers. The flat rate covers 15 hours of service with each additional
hour for $.75 billed in one minute increments. CampusMCI e-mail
will cost an extra $2 a month. MCI wiJJ directly bill customers on
a monthly basis.
• To flU an apparent need
Linda Miller, systems analyst for administration services &
information resources, describes the service as a great deal for the
community.
"We know there is a big market for the Internet that exceeds
the ability of university support," she said.
• What's the catch?
The University will receive credit for each subscriber that signs
up with MSU Online.
"The University of Kentucky and Western have both entered
into the same kind of agreement with MCI," Miller said.
Although people can sign up through one of the other school's
systems Murray State's agreement hinges on the number of sub-

Andy Lee/Staff

A Ray Bell Construction Company crew out of Brentwood, Tenn., readies the building site of the Regional Special Events Center
earlier this week. Bell Construction was awarded the contract In June after the bidding process was reopened.

Contractor chosen, work begins
this facility, " said John Fitzgibbon, interim vice president of university relations
and administrative services.
After months of bidding, construction
MSU officials were forced to reopen the
on Murray State University's Regional bidding when an architectural error,
Special Events Center began with the found during the original bidding in midfirst movement of earth early last month. January, threw the project $3.5 million
After submitting the low bid of over budget.
Fitzgibbon said the project went over
$17,862,000, Ray Bell Construction Co.
the
allotted budget because the original
from Brentwood, Tenn. was chosen as the
bid
was split into individual packages for
general contractors of the $20.65 million
subcontractors.
project when bids were reopened in June.
"The way the state had it bid, the proNo stranger to the MSU campus, Bell ject had been divided into numerous bid
Construction served as the primary con- packages so small contractors had a
tractors for the university's newest facili- chance to bid on it," Fitzgibbon said.
ty, the Martha Layne Collins Center for
To correct the error, university officials
Industry and Technology.
agreed to reopen the bidding with
"I was very happy to know that Bell changes in electrical systems, plumbing
Construction is going to be constructing and components to lower the cost of the
BY ScOTT NANNEY

SENIOI STAff WRiltR

project.
Fitzgibbon said the decision to re-enter
the bidding process under one large bid
package was a key in getting the construction ofthe facility underway.
"When we bid it again, we had a large
package," he said. "I think that was probably one of the main factors of why it
came into focus in June."
With construction now underway, the .
200,000 square foot, 8,300 seat arena is
scheduled to be completed by June 23,
1997, barring any delays.
Ed West, director of facilities management at MSU, said the key for the project
now is to get it out of the ground before
winter.
Se~

RSEC/17

See

INTERNET/17

New TV station to bring local programming and jobs
Bv Scon

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF Wstma

Sam Parker will see his sixyear dream become a reality
Sunday night when WQTV hits
the airwaves at 5:30 p.m. with

a station introduction followed
by its first programming at 6
p.m., an animated show called
"Pinky and the Brain."
"About six years ago, I started looking into bringing TV to
Murray," Parker said. "For a

News

pretty good while, we have
watched the Murray community grow and expand economically. The goal that we have is
to provide local TV to West
Kentucky
and
West
Tennessee."

Parker, owner of WBLN
Radio in Murray, has owned
three local radio stations in
Murray since 1978 and is now
taking the plunge into The
Quad
Cities
Television
Network.

Mountain Laurel Queen

The proposed residential college system is scheduled to be
implemented for the
1996-97 school year .

6

Murray States 1993-94 Homecoming
Queen, Jennifer Langford,
claims Miss Kentucky
Mountain laurel title.

12

serve people in a way they
haven't been served before,"
Parker said. "Warner Brothers
is a key element to this network."
See WQTV/17
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The "Quad Cities", Murray,
Mayfield, Benton and Paris,
will make up the primary target audience of the network, an
affiliate of the Warner Brothers
Network.
"It gives us an opportunity to

Racers ready to roll •••
The Murray State football team looks
to make a splash in the
OVC after being picked
to finish sixth.

13
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

Rock 'n Roll Hall of Farner Don Everly will host the
annual Central City Music Festival on Saturday, Sept.
2.

Friday, September 1
• Cinema International- Presentation of "Red", the
final French film of Kryzystof's "three colors trilogy."
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.

The 8th annual festival will feature "Hillbilly
Rocker" Marty Stewart. Brian O'Neal will also perform
at the festival.

Saturday,. September 2

Performances will begin at 5:30 p.m. at the Central
Elementapr School activities field. Tickets are being
sold for $15 and can be obtained by calling (502) 9266661, or contacting the Everly Brothers foundation
office and concert information at (502) 754-9603, the
Central City & Greenville-Muhlenberg County
Chambers of Commerce, First State Bank, First
National Bank, or First Kentucky Federal Savings
Bank.

•Cinema international- Presentation of "Red", the
final French film of Kryzystol's ''three colors trilogy."
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theatre, free admission.

Monday, September 4
• Labor Day - Classes dismissed

Tuesday, September 5
• Textbook Refunds - Last day to return textbooks at
the University Bookstore.
• Meeting - Hemp Coalition, 9 p.m., Barkley Room,
Curris Center
• Meeting- Society of Collegiate Journalists, 3 p.m.,
Wilson Hall, room 215.
• Volleyball - MSU hosts St. louis University in Racer
Arena of the Cutchin Fieldhouse at 6 p.m.

Stroup named commissioner .
Former Murray State University president Kala
Stroup has been elected to become Missouri's next
commissioner on higher education.
After a nationwide search attracted 65 applicants for
the position, the Missouri Coordinating Board of
Higher Education awarded Stroup the position on
June 22.

Wednesday, September 6

In a 32-year career as a leader in higher education,
Photo by Andy Lee/Staff
Stroup served as Murray State University president Junior Raul Rivas, from El Salvador, buys books at the
from 1983 to 1990. She has also served as president of University bookstore prior to the beginning of classes.
Southeast Missouri State University and vice president for academic affairs at Emporia State University.

Lacrosse players sought

Students interested in playing or learning about
lacrosse, are invited to attend an informational meetMSU telecounselors wanted
ing concerning the sport.
The Murray State University School Relations Office
"Even if you don't know how to play or what it is, that
is seeking students who are interested in becoming is OK," says Dudley Ives. "We need people willing to
telecounselors.
try something different.
An informational session will be conducted from 6 to
The meeting will be held on Sept. 7, at 3 p.m., in the
7 p.m. Tuesday Sept. 6 in the Barkley Room on the Mississippi Room of the Curris Center. For more inforthird floor of the Curris Center.
mation contact Ives at 762-2445.

• Meeting- College Republicans, 4 p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center. For more information Call (502)
759-4320.

Thursday, September 7
• Meeting- MSU Student law Association, Officers
will be nominated, 3:30 - 5 p.m., Cumberland Room,
Curris Center.
• Cinema International - Presentation of ''The
Snapper", the humerous second novel of Roddy Doyle's
Barrytown trilogy. 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theatre, free
admission.
• Meeting - Alpha Phi Sigma, the National Criminal
Justice Honor Society, 3:30p.m., room 551, Business
Building.

_S igma Sigma Sigma

IJONG JOHN SILVERS

is proud to announce our Fall '95 new members

AHOY MATES!!!
THROW YOUR$$$$ TOWARDS OUR GREAT DEALS!!!
COME TRY OUR GREAT MEALS!!!

Kelly Ames
Elizabeth Baker
Melissa Beckham
7bsha Burney
Heather Dillingham
Cindy Felts
Colleen Forrett
'llffany Fralicx
Mandy Gardner
Haley Gatton
Jaime Gibson
Susan Griffin
Rachel Hurt
Crystal Johnson

April Kelly
Lori Kinser
Shana McDougal
Stephanie McElya
Susan McGregor
Heather Roberts
Amy Roth
Leah Ruddell
Brook Schmidt
Kristina Sturm
Amber Walker
Natalie Whitaker
Shelly Williams
Brittan Wright

You Did A Great Job With Rush.
We Love You Keri.
Your Sisters.

II •

I

We serve fried food and baked products-Try these great deals for only
$3.99-- 2 piece baked fish dinner, 1 piece baked chicken dinner, and 1 piece

fish/lpiece chicken dinner, all served on a bed of rice, with baked potato,
and green beans.

-Selected movie every Thursday at noon.
-We offer a large dining area for students and the public.
OPEN MONDAY- FRIDAY 10:30 A.M.- 8 P.M. & SATURDAY- SUNDAY 11 A.M.- 9 P.M.
WE ACCEPT DECLINING BALANCE. SORRY, NO BOARD PLANS.
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free to students. faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Curris Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparl<s Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
BUilding, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Sc1ence,
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Friends and alumni may subscnbe to
The Murray State News by cootactino Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491. A one year subscription Is $10
p;~yable '" advance.
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"Something to.
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This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & T1mes,
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Photolithography work appeanng in
The Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services.
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Loan program's fate is uncertain
gram was moving really fast,
f DITO R·IN..CHIEF
and the reports wer e coming in
very positive," he said .
Taking
a
conservative
The program was implementapproach to new programs can ed in 104 colleges and univer sisometimes pay off. Such is the ties for the 1994-1995 school
case with Murray State year.
University's decision to hold off
McDougal further explained,
on switching to the new however, that the program h as
Federal Direct Student Loan become the center of a debate
Program
(FDLP),
which between opposing powers in the
enables students to obtain federal government - severely
loans directly from the federal damaging the outlook for the
government through their program.
respective schools.
"There is a great deal of con"The first year of the program cern now as to what kind of
was - in my estimation - an support from the current conoverwhelming success," said gressional make-up will come
Johnny McDougal, director of forward for this new program,"
Murray
State's
Student he said. "On the one ha nd
Financial Aid office.
they're saying that the program
"Implementation of the pro- will be curtailed or eliminated
BY JO NATHAN OLIVER

Rec~itment
BY AMY PONDER
A~SISTANT

MANAGING EDITOR

This year Murray State University welcomed not only an approximate 12 percent
increase in freshmen, but also what
President Kern Alexander called the most
intelligent class MSU has ever had.
While the Kentucky state average ACT
score last year was a 20, Murray State is
looking at an average of at least 23 this
year, said Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar. This is a full point higher
than the ACT average last year at MSU.
"What's exciting about being up in fre!lhmen is that the fall of 1995 is the first year
of our new admissions standards," he said.

Parki~g

and if that's the case then our
choice was a very good choice ..."
McDougal noted that Murray
State made a pplication to the
progra m this spring for t he
1996-1997 school year. But,
given current circumstances,
h e is not sure that the
University will follow through
with this plan .
"It is something we want to
be extremely cautious with in
moving toward a program that
is at best shaky right now,"
McDougal said. "If we do go to
direct lending it will be through
a very planned and organized
way so that we insur e that students a re not caught up in the
tr ansition.
It has pr oven to be a working
program, but the key now is

Auguat 20
12:57 a.m. Mark A. Wilkerson was arrested for Driving Under the

whether or not Congress is
going to support that program
a nd even more importantly are
they going to provide the
department of education the
personnel a nd resources to do
that ," he added.

Influence. Wilkerson, who Is not a student at MSU, was charged with DUI
and Disorderly Conduct.

McDougal described t he
Direct Student Loan Program
as being very similar to t he
Federal Stafford Loan and
Federal Stafford Unsubsidized
Loan in terms of their structures.

stereo equipment taken In the parking lot of White Hall. The incident is
under Investigation.

"The only differ ence is that in
th e Federal Direct Student
Loan the feder al government
becomes a lender of funds
directly (to the student)," he
said.

boosts quantity, quality
~e have more students and better quality."
Bryan said that the nutnber of transfer
students has fallen due to the new a dmissions standards which requir e transfers to
have a 2.0 GPA to enroll. He said that
MSU denied admission to approximately
60 more people this fall than in the fall of
1994.
"We knew that the number of transfer
students was going to be down, but the students that are here will stay longer
because t hey'll have the grades," Bryan
said.
Currently the total number of undergraduate students this fall is equal to the
fall of 1994, while the total number of grad-

POUCEBEAT

uate students has significantly increased.
Alexander gave credit to t he faculty and
administrative branches that telephoned
students. He also praised t hose who established linkages with schools through t he
Road Scholars program. Figures on the
number of students that individual recruitment plans attracted last year are not yet
a vailable.
Other new recruitment measures instituted throughout the last year include the
family grant program, residence h all scholarships awarded by area superintendents,
and new incentive grant counties.

As far as future recruitment, Alexander
said MSU has just begun. ~e will build

August 21
6:43 a.m. Calloway District Jail advised that MSU student Christine

lodged in Marshall County Jail for disorderly conduct.
August22
7:48 a.m. Charles Choate reported his vehicle had been broken into and

Auguat23
1:00 a.m. A noise complaint was reported in Franklin Hall, the people

were leaving when the officer arrived.
9:03 p.m. Window broken in Clark Hall, room 115.
August 25
8:16a.m. Mark Hibbs reported his GEO Tracker broken into. The top was

cut, cd's stolen and the stereo was tom out of the dash. The vehicle was
parked between Hart and Springer halls, the incident Is under Investigation.
1 :25 p.m. Darnell G. Dycus was arrested by the Calloway Sheriff's
Department. A warrant was Issued for his arrest because of his failure to
pay child support. He was delivered to the Sheriffs Department.
2:09 p.m. Ryan Massey reported his vehicle damaged while parked in
the White Hall parking lot. Nothing was missing from the vehicle.
Auguat 26
4:58 p.m. Mark Wood was reported injured after he fell in the stariway of

Hart Hall. Wood was taken to Murray Calloway County Hospital where he
was treated and released.
August 27
12:39 a.m. Clark Hall reported a window broken out in the stairwell on'

the third floor.
2:00 a.m. Calloway District Jail advised the following MSU students were

arrested and lodged in the Marshall County Jail: Christopher Goodman
(DUI), Joey Sandefur (Alcohol Intoxication), Joey Hargrove (Alcohol
Intoxication) and Thomas Kemp (Alcohol Intoxication).
August 29
1 :52 a.m. Christina Oden reported the theft of a radar detector from her

vehicle while it was parked west of Springer Hall.
7:50 pm. There was a practice fire drill at Elizabeth Hall.
9:54pm. There was a practice fire drill at Franklin Hall .

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
staff from materials available to the public at the Public Safety
office.
State News

lot construction results in fewer available spaces

BY ANGIE KINSEY
STAff WRITflt

Students
returning
to
Murray State University last
week discovered that while
improvements are being made
Ito some of the school's parking
)ots, there are now fewer parking spaces to choose from.
Ed West, director of facilities
management, said there will be

65 fewer parking spots this
year which may mean more
headaches for students.
However, West said the parking lot on 16th Street and
Hamilton Avenue should be
ready by the first of September .
The lot was closed for beautification purposes.
,
West
said
sidewalks,
planters, and lights were all
added to the parking lot.

or a t leas t lightnened wh en we
open th ese lots (the lot on 16th
Street and Hamilton Avenue),
and we hope to do that in just a
matter of days," Booth said.
"That will alleviate some of the
problem."
West said t here are no plans
to build any new parking lots in
the future.
"Right at the moment , we do
not ha ve a nything in the

He said the lot was scheduled
to be complet ed before the
beginning of the fall semester
but r ain delayed construction.
Jim Booth, provost and vicepresident of student academic
affairs, said the completion of
that parking lot should a lleviate some of the parking shortage.
"1 think a lot of th e immediate concern will be eliminated

•

cards," he said.
However, all existing gravel
lots are scheduled to be paved.
"This will improve those significantly," West said.
Approximately 10 parking
spaces were also eliminated
with the closing of the street
between Winslow Cafeteria and
Hart Hall.
West said the street was
closed for safety reasons

because of the large number of
traffic that passes through the
area.
In addition, West said he is
not sure if the former Kappa
Alpha house, which is located
on North 16th street, will be
torn down to create more parking spaces.
-we will have to see if the
house h as enough value to
retain," he said.

WANTED!!!
DEAD OR ALIVE!!!

Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to congratulate its new pledges

(PREFER ALIVE)

MSU TELECOUNSELORS

Laila Bailey
Mary Boren
Beth Boyer

...
,~·

Do you have above-average telephone
communication skills_? Do you enjoy
interacting with the public? Would you
like to work 8- 10 flexible hours per week
during the school year and earn a cool
$4.50 per hour? If this describes you,
please come to the Barkley Room on the
third floor of the Curris Center for an
informational session on Tuesday, Sept. 5
from 6 - 7 p.m. If you have what it takes,
you will be selected to become ~ Murray
State University Telecounselor. Call or
stop by the School Relations Office in
Sparks Hall if you have any questions.
See you on Sept. 5!

...

,
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Great Beginnings gets short shrift

Administration
loses favor with
fewer spaces
The administration chose to ignore our common
sense approach to improving the parking situation
on campus.
The "improvements" to parking over the summer
resulted in the loss of 65 parking spaces.
We believe that an improvement in parking would
consist of an increase in the number of available
spaces.
Dr. Alexander has a right be proud of his brand
spanking new parking lot across the street from
Wells Hall and his office. It is a handsome parking
lot.
Unfortunately students and others who have had
nowhere to park other than on grass and overcrowded gravel lots may undervalue- the aesthetic nature
of the 16th Street and Hamilton Avenue lot.
So many programs that should have a positive
effect on campus have been overshadowed by the
day to day inconvenience experienced due to a poor
parking situation.
Yes, we know that parking at Murray State is better than at most Universities. What we have a hard
time accepting is an unnecessary reduction in available parking.
We assert again our opinion of last Spring that
gravel lots should be paved before paved lots are
"beautified" and perfectly good parking spaces are
lost.
A beautiful campus may be hard to appreciate
when your car is parked in a vacant lot or your shoes
are muddy because of where you were finally able to
find a space for your car.

To the Editor:
I am writing concerning the recent
"news" coverage of Great Beginnings provided by WPSD of Paducah.
On August 19, at approximately 9:00
a.m. over 100 volunteers began helping
freshman move into the residence halls
here at Murray State University.
These volunteers worked in 100 degree
heat to help students whom most of them
had never met before. This help was greatly appreciated by the freshman and their
parents alike.
Instead of focusing on this obviously positive and successful event WPSD chose to
air a story on the parking problem at

Murray State and the problems one individual encountered with his residence hall
room.
It seems reasonable to me that parking is
a common problem on all campuses the day
the residence halls open.
Not only are students present on this
day, but also family and friends. In all fairness, WPSD included Southern illinois
University during their first broadcast of
this story, but they chose to focus solely on
Murray State during the second broadcast
the following morning.
The second part of the story also concerned me. Why would a news organization
focus on the only major problem encoun-

tered with a room when virtually every
other room was satisfactory?
The answer to me is painfully clear. It is
yet another attempt to cast an unfavorable
light on Murray State University in order
to further Paducah's pw;suit of an engineering school.
As a mass communications student I
question the ethics of a television station
shamelessly endorsing a personal agenda
instead of looking objectively at a potential
news event. I also urge people to question
the objectivity of the local media in
Paducah which is primarily controlled by a
single entity.
Dave Washburn, Benton

T-RooDl closing ticks off student Phi Sig~na
'Bout time: we're on-line
Sigma
bids
Murray State has now provided a satisfactory solution to the lack of modem, convenient and affordable
farewell
Internet access with the introduction of MSU

Online.
In a cooper ative venture with MCI, Internet access
is available to anyone for a reasonable fee.
The University community stands to benefit as
more people begin utilizing the vast wealth of information now available through the Internet.
Although it may seem a long time in coming to
some, the service promises to be well received equally by t hose who are familiar with what we have been
doing without and those who will only now be introduced to the world of cyberspace.
Congratulations are in order to the people who
have worked to bring this service to the University
community.

111 Wileon Hall
2809 University Station
Murray State Unlvenity
Murray, Ken tucky 420'71-3301

To The Editor:
I am a senior here at Murray State University
and I feel that Food Service's decision to close
the T-room for dinner hours is unjust for the following reasons:
1. The T-Room provides the student with a
choice of dining. Since we have a "plethora" of
cafeteria style eating facilities, closing the TRoom for dinner limits us to eat at...Winslow.
2. The T-Room provides a much more relaxed
atmosphere. One does not feel like a herd of cattle waiting to be fed when dining at the T-Room.
3. The T-Room offers a different variety of foods,
which usually taste better, than Wmslow.
4. The T-Room is a convenient food-stop for all
students, as well as faculty, who need to grab a
bite to eat between classes. It is especially convenient for the students who live in Regents and

White Halls. In addition, late dining provides
student-athletes, who often practice past
Winslow dining hours, a place to get a decent
meal. Furthermore, it provides convenient oncampus dining for the commuting student.
5. The T-Room provides students with declining
balance the opportunity to spend as much or as
little as they want. Winslow, on the other hand,
has a set price which may be more than the student wishes to spend.
Finally, I encourage anyone sharing my opinion on this issue to come forward and help take
action. A petition against the early closing of the
T-Room has been placed at the front desk of each
resident hall. Please take a moment to sign this
petition so this situation can be rectified.
Sarah Boland
Lockport, lL

Renovations keep weight rooDl shut
To the Editor:
Why has the main weight
room in the Carr Health building been closed all summer
long?
This is not a positive way to
greet incoming students. I have
personally seen hundreds of
students attempt to workout in
the weight room only to be met

by a locked door.
extend to a four month project
Today, universities compete and counting.
I have been to the gym door
for students and try to retain
them. I think this is Dr. 15 or 20 times and have never
Alexander's policy.
seen anybody working to renoWhy has Dr. Judy Brookhiser vate the room. I and several
who is chairman of the depart- hundred people would like to
ment of health, physical educa- know why this is, Dr.
tion and recreation allowed 8' Brookhiser?
three or four week renovation
Alan Warner, Alumnus
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The University has recently repaved and renovated some of Its parking
areas. How do you feel about this and how does it affect you?
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We the sisters of Phi Sigma
Sigma regret to inform you
that as of August 27th, 1995,
our sorority will not be an
active part of the Murray State
campus.
This decision was made upon
considering the competitiveness of a sixth sorority at
Murray State. Our Phi Sigma
Sigma colony has requested
from our National Supreme
Council to be initiated as
Alumnae status.
We would like to thank
Panhellenic Council and the
other sororities on campus:
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Alpha Sigma Alpha, and Sigma
Sigma Sigma.
Without their support we
would have never had the
opportunity to become a Phi
Sigma Sigma colony.
The Sisters of Phi Sigma
Sigma
Melanie Ballard
Lexington

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries

Joe Hedges

JuDy Ponder, Assistant Managing Editor; Joshua Wilke8, Artist
and Illustrator; Scott Nanney Senior Staff Writer; Rebeeca Doutt,
Cary Eckarci. Slon e Hutchiaon, Ansfe Kineey, J ennifer Potter,
Brian Smit h, Katie Thomas. Staff Writers; Andy Lee, Scott
Nanney, Photographers: Jennifer DeMarsh , Assistant Advertising
Manager; Michele Marin, Business Manager; Tammi Mallory,
Tim Solley, J oeh ua WaJ Joner, Advertising Sales; Andrew
Carlsen , J ason Dick, Kelly Eison, Advertising Production; Rob
Gels, Classified Manager; Mark Dorr, Graduate Assistant and Copy
Editor; Paula Harrelson, Graduate Assistant for Production; Barry
Johnlon, photography director; Orville Hemdon, computer coordinator.

To the Editor:

Kathryn Rich
Senior, Union City, TN

"It's sad. There
weren ~ enough parking spaces to begin
with, yet they still
want every student to
purchase a parking
permit. It has made
finding a parking
space even more difficult."

Vernon Tyler
Sophomore, Orlando, FL

"It should have been
left alone. That way
the money could be
spent elsewhere
where it is needed,
such as better heating and cooling. If
spaces are taken
away it, will affect
us all."

Mary Franklin
Senior, Metropolis, IL

"The parkingfacilities need to be
improved but not at
the expense of
spaces. Finding a
II b
space wi e very
difficult."

Photos and interviews by Danny VoweiVphoto editor

and letters to the editor.
Lettets ShOuld be 300
words or less and must
be signed. Contributors
should include addresses and phone numbers,
for verification. Please
include hometown, classification, tJtJe or relation
to The University. To
submit a guest commentary call 762-4468. The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on fUe for
Inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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What I did on IDY suiDIDer vacation
~
1
..
I

Almquist said.
Julie Zieman, junior from Hopkinsville, was one of the students
who traveled to Europe for the first time with the choir.
For many college students, summer vacation means soaking up
Zieman said the best part of the trip was singing in the cathe·
the rays at the local beach or working long hours in an attempt to drals which she described as monuments to God.
pay off those credit card bills from last semester.
"Singing in the cathedrals was probably the most exciting thing
For college professors who are not teaching summer school, to me," Zieman said. "It was wonderful."
summer can be a time to catch upon their golf game or to get a
Although Zieman was tired after the trip, she said she has no
regrets and would do it again in a second.
much needed rest.
However, some Murray State professors and students chose to
"We had twice as much stuff as an usual tour," Zieman said."lt
spend the summer expanding their horizons.
was fabulous. I wouldn't have it any other way."
·
School trips, research projects, exchange programs, and internThe choir trip was not the first trip overseas for Sara Balduf,
ships were only a few of the programs that gave some students junior from Ypsilanti, Mich.
and faculty an opportunity to venture beyond the MSU campus.
Her high school choir visited Italy, Austria, France, and
For these lucky few, the summer of 1995 will be remembered as Switzerland, but this was her first trip to England.
a time of discovery and adventure.
"I really liked it," Balduf said. "The countryside was beautiful."
Dr. George Kipphut associate professor in the department of
Like Zieman, one ofBaldufs favorite experiences of the trip was
biological sciences, spent part of his summer vacation in a much singing in the cathedrals.
colder and less humid environment than western Kentucky.
"It was a real emotional experience," Balduf said.
Kipphut, an associate professor in MSU's department of biologBalduf would also recommend for other students to travel overical sciences, spent three weeks in June and July at the seas if they have the opportunity.
University of Alaska's Toolik Lake research site studying fresh"It can broaden your horizons," Balduf said. •r think traveling
water environments in northern Alaska.
abroad.is the best thing anyone can do."
Kipphut was one of 11 professors from seven universities chosen
Julie Causer, senior from Olney, Ill., also travelled with the
to work on the three-year research project entitled ~controls of choir and was especially impressed with the attitudes she encounStructure and Function of Aquatic Ecosystems in the Arctic." He tered while visiting London.
was assisted by Megin Ewing, a 1993 Murray State graduate.
"The people were extremely friendly and helpful," Causer said.
During his stay in Alaska, Kipphut said he encountered large "I wasn't ever nervous or afraid to be walking by myself alone day
numbers of moose and colder than usual temperatures.
or night."
"There's always a lot of interesting experiences," Kipphut said.
Besides bus problems encountered on the trip, the journey was
However, living in Alaska was not a new experience for a positive experience for Causer.
Kipphut.
"I got to sing a solo in Canterbury Cathedral," Causer said. "It
He taught at the University of Alaska for .a pproximately 12 was a moving spiritual experience but was also a moving musical
years before coming to MSU and said he will share with his stu- experience."
dents some of his fmdings from his latest trip to Alaska.
Causer said she enjoyed visiting pubs and seeing places she had
"I incorporated some of these findings into a class that I am only studied about in school.
teaching in graduate studies," Kipphut said.
"We don't have the same respect for our heritage and ancestry
Dr. Brad Almquist, director of the MSU choir, spent two weeks that they do," Causer said.
of his summer vacation in England, Scotland, and Wales. FortySarah Walker, junior from Murray, did not have to leave this
nine members of the MSU Choir accompanied him on the trip.
country to visit a whole different world.
Almquist said this was the first trip overseas for most of the
Walker spent 10 weeks of the summer doing mission work in
choir members and was also the first overseas trip for the MSU Savannah, Ga. Walker taught at backyard bible clubs in
Choir in 20 years.
Savannah's housing projects in the morning and performed on a
~e performed eight concerts in 14 days," Almquist said. "It was ministry team in the afternoon.
a wonderful experience."
Walker stayed with a different family every two weeks from the
The choir performed in some of Great Britain's most famous and church that helped coordinate her activities.
oldest cathedrals including Westminster Abbey, Canterbury
Walker said the best part of the summer was working with chilCathedral, Yorkminster Abbey, and Ely Cathedral. They also dren although she did have to endure excessive heat and large
performed in the town square of the city of York.
mosquitoes.
.
Almquist said the choir enjoyed performing for people who
Walker's mission trip was arranged through Murray's Baptist
understood and appreciated their music.
Student Union. She said the BSU helped sponsor 45 summer mis"They have a greater appreciation for choral music," Almquist sions.
said.
Walker said she enjoyed her summer in Savannah and plans to
The choir received donations and contributions from local busi- do more mission work in the future.
nesses, individuals and alumni to make their trip possible.
"It was a learning experience," Walker said. "I did a lot of grow"We received a significant contribution from the university," ing up this summer."
BY ANGIE KINSEY
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Residential College program planned for 1996-97
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BY AMY PONDER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Throughout the last year the
administrators of Murray State
University have been visiting
well-known
universities
throughout the United States
which center around the residential college system.
Beginning in the fall of 1996,
Murray State will begin implementing a system that places
the residence hall at the heart
of activity.
"This is our year of transition, as we move towards residential colleges," said Don
Robertson, the associate vice
president of student affairs.
Robertson said that the residential college system has
become a growing t rend in
which Murray State is well
ahead of the curve.
He said the residential college model is a way of personalizing services for students.
Robertson also called it a structured way of getting faculty
and students together outside
of the classroom.

Student concern
Students began expressing
concern last spring over the
proposed installation of a residential college system.
"We want to keep people
informed, and hopefully people
will understand better what
residential colleges are."
Robertson noted that one big
misun-derstanding last year
was. that the new residential
college model would force students to be involved.
"It doesn't force you to do
anything, it simply offers more
opportunities for students to
get involved and an opportuni-

The committee is discussing
such aspects as how faculty
heads will be chosen, and how
the program will be promoted
to make other faculty members
want to serve as faculty fellows. Both Alexander and
Robertson feel the new model
will
promote
interaction
between faculty and students.

ty for students to be recognized
and honored, and helps build
credentials."
Each of the nine residential
colleges on campus will include
students from a variety of
ml:ijors, grade classifications
and
ethnic
backgrounds.
Robertson said this will allow
each college to reflect on the
diversity of the University.
Murray State University will
follow certain aspects of some
of the functioning residential
college systems already in
place at Yale University, New
York University, and Michigan
State. Robertson stressed that
a simplified model which
makes sense for MSU is being
devised.

Self Government

Retention
"Our job is, and our task has
been, to develop a structure for
this residential college to work
at Murray State and a time line
and
transition
process,"
Robertson said.
"'f there's one thing more
important than recruiting students, it is retaining them,"
said President Kern Alexander.
Robertson noted that five
committees composed of faculty, staff and students have
been working on the model.
The structure and design
committee under the direction
of Jane Hall, advisor of
Panhellenic,
and
Marcie
Johnson, director of the center
for international programs, is
focusing on such issues as how
the halls will look, how students will be assigned to colleges, and the merging of the
current residence life housing
system with residential colleges.
-we want to give as much

This Is a proposed version o f the symbol that w ill represent
residential colfeses. Each colfes e w ill have a diffe re nt sraphlc
de sign In the shield area of the toso.

choice as we can within some
parameters," Robertson said,
noting that returning students
will be given priority on housing preferences. "'We want to
honor roommate requests as
much as we can, just like we
want to do that now," he said.
In addition, the committee is
discussing the roles that hall
directors and faculty will play,
as well as the part that commuter and .non-traditional students will take. Robertson said

the committee is trying to institute a system which will help
commuter students identify
with residential colleges, while
insuring the privacy of the residents.
Under the direction of Roger
Reichmuth, interim assistant
dean of the College ofFine Arts
and Communications, the second committee is working on
developing a job description for
the faculty heads of colleges
and faculty fellows.

The self-governance and programs committee, directed by
Paul Naberezny, counselor and
instructor of the counseling
and testing center, is working
on developing the system of
internal governments that will
be vested in each college.
Robertson said each college will
determine its own rules, regulations and policies such as visitation.
"In essence, were breaking
down a large centralized government structure into nine
units," Robertson said.
Robertson said the small
community atmosphere of each
college will allow students to
develop a sense of pride and
common purpose.
The committee is determining how these smaller government structures will relate to
Student
Government
Association, and what impact
this structure will have on the
University Planning Board.
"We will still have our student government," Alexander
said. "All the representation
will be like the United States,
the
government
in
Washington."
Alexander said these small
internal governments will give
more students the opportunity
to govern themselves and to

have leadership responsibilities. "It will multiply involvement ten-fold," he said.
Intra-College competition
will play a tremendous role in
the residential college model,
and is the main focus of the
committee headed by Renee
Rowland,
coordinator
of
Mrican American student services and ethnic programs.
Competition will range from
sports to academic areas, and
eventually administrators hope
that each college will make its
own identity in a specific area.

Greek Questions
Several students of the Greek
system have expressed concern
that this will bring an end to
intramural competition among
sororities and fraternities.
Robertson confirmed that this
worry is unnecessary.
•we don't want to do anything that is going to damage ·
the Greek system," he said.
"Everywhere we went the feeling was that this will enhance
it." Robertson said the residential college system will work
hand in hand with the Greek
system.
The publicity and public relations committee directed by
Sherry McClain, interim director of the MSU News Bureau, is
working on coverage to sell this
new model, and to aid in a better understanding of the residential colleges. Newsletters
will be released periodically to
faculty, students, staff and the
community.
Robertson said there are still
many decisions to be made. He
noted that an updated progress
report will be given at the
Board of Regents meeting in
September.

The staff of The Murray State News would like to welcome

Joe Hedges
as the Murray State News Advisor
The Sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to welcome our newest Alphas to the
First and Finest!
Rachel Boone
Amy Boyd
Beth Bradley
Jennifer Breining
Mary Buelow
Danielle Cave
Christine Conkright
Rennae Dalton
Jodi Dirks
Karen Eddins
Ann Edwards
Melissa Ervin
Shelly Estes
Rebecca Goertz
Tori Greer
Alea Haynes
Shannon Hensley
Stephanie Holt
Erica Hulce
Mandy Keller

Tandy King
Kristi Lane
Aimee Lashlee
Maria Locklear
Lisa Pelts
Karen Record
Shanna Riley
Amy Risley
Nicole Schaad
Malia Schmidt
Amy Simpson
Amy Jo Thomas
Belynda VanMeter
Dawn Vimont-Hollar
Cara Watkins
Tiffany Weingarter
Emily White
Sarah Wight
Sharalyn Wilkie
Julie Willingham
Heather Wingate
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'" Power outage leaves Sparks Hall in the dark
..

cannot thank the staff of facilities management and Sparks
Hall enough. The students
Desperate times call for des- would not have known that it
perate measures, and the week (the power outage) happened if
before school started the staff we had not told them."
of Sparks Hall and Facilities
Members of facilities manManagement were pretty des- agement worked around the
perate.
clock to restore the lost power.
A 27 year-old power cable
"We actually h'ad two incithat was part of the undersaid Ed West of facilidents,"
ground high voltage electrical
ties
management.
"After we got
distribution service gave out on
the
first
one
fixed
another secMonday Aug. 14, and did not
tion
of
the
line
went
out."
come back on line until Friday
Aug. 18.
West said they replaced
"It was extremely strenuous about 1,100 feet of cable. The
on us all," said Phil Bryan, new cable now runs from
and Faculty Hall to Sparks Hall .
Dean,
Admissions
Registrars Office. "We had tons
"They did a fantastic job, but
of things to get done on the
that is what normally happens
computers. We did not get back when the chips are down," West
on line until Friday and we said. "Everyone just jumps in
worked through the weekend.
and does what they have to do."
The funny thing was that we
However, more cable is damran an extension cord from
aged
and facilities managepresident Alexander's house
ment
did not have time to
(Oakhurst) into to Sparks Hall
replace
it before the semester
to do the things we had to get
started.
done."
Other Sparks Hall employees
"We have to replace the rest
set up temporary offices in dif- of that line from Faculty down
ferent buildings around the to the substation and we need
campus. Staff members found to replace another line that
themselves working in Wilson goes to Blackburn and the
Hall, Faculty Hall and other Applied Science buildings,"
places where the power was on. West said. "They could go at
"We had staff members in six any time but we hope they will
different buildings," Bryan last until Christmas break. We
said. "I have never been as anx- arc probably looking at a twoious as I was going into the week outage during Christmas
Saturday before registration. [ break."
BY TOM kiMMEL

MANACING EonoR

The power outage before registration caused many inconveniences. (Left) Tommy Marshall (left) looks on while Kristi Jackson helps
Danny Thomas register. (Top Right) Mike Thompson (left) and Hark Sheared work to replace the section of cable that was responsible for the outage. (Bottom Right) Susan Blake, a student worker, answers the phone In Sparks Hall under the soft light of a lamp
powered with the help of an extension cord from Oakhurst.
Photos by Barry Johnson/Guest

Briggs and Stratton plant honored
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
STAFF WRITER

The Murray Briggs & Stratton plant has
a great deal to be proud of these days.
The plant has been chosen as the featured industry by the Purchase Area
Development District. The plant will
ceive its award at the 15th annual
urcbase Area Industry Appreciatipn
inner which Will be held Sept. 14.
This announcement follows the imple-

t

mentation of a new assembly line, which
was activated on July 31.
The line will raise annual production
from about 1.3 million engines to about 2. 7
million .
An $18 million renovation and expansion
project was announced about 14 months
ago.
The project included the addition of
35,000 square feet of factory area, a second
assembly line and additional componentS
to Sllpport the line.

MSU ~oses Fine Arts leader

The addition of the assembly line is good
news for Murray State students.
"Within the next month we will probably
be hiring about 60 to 70 people and we
would like to hire some college students,"
said Jim Philippi, plant manager.
The plant will be celebrating the 15 millionth engine coming off the line in the
next couple of months.
Briggs & Stratton eu~ently employs
about 130 college students.

1
IAdvertise in The Murray State News!
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Peppermil1 s
gourmet ~ gift shoppe
Now open at our new location

Rjchard W. "Doc" Farrell, former Head of Fine Arts and
Chairman of the department of music, died August 22.
Farrell began his career at Murray State University as
band director and trumpet leader in 1945. He served as the
head of Fine Arts and chair of the department of music from
1957 to 1970. In 1970, the College of Creative Expression,
now the College of Fine Arts and Communication, was
fonned; and Farrell relinquished the leadership of the college
but continued to serve as chair of the department of music
until he retired in 1977.
Farrell also served as the a d v~
i s e - r ~ta of Phi
Mu Alpha and "Cwnpus Lights"·
·
·~e811! at
MSU.
~

1316APPLt CAft
641 South
Puryear, Tenn.
981-247-5798

Serving Mexican &
Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.

126 Market Ho·use Square
in historic downtown Paducah
Gourmet coffee (/5 lea * r~h ch~
Kit.chenwsre *Chine & Cty!tal * Culimuy eccessorie.s
Un~eD' t.rnditionel giftB
Gourmet gift &Mkets * Bridel regislly

Or come visit us in Murray

928 S. 12th St. Bel Air Center

"Deppermill's...always in good taste"

Are you thinking about Law School?

\Ia ]..

•

•

what GPA is needed?
, I\
i 1\
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• what is the LSAT?
what is the application process involved?
:
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Come See ...

West Wood Wines & Liquors
and

West Wood Warehouse
West Wood at the ..¥"
P.O. Box 292
Parts, Tenn. 38242

All of these and other questions will be answered
at the orginazational meeting of the
,MSU Student law Association

. WHEN: Sept. 7 at 3 p.m.
WHERE: Cumberland Room in the

Curris Center

Good Luck Racersl

Wine & Liquors (901) 642-7714
West Wood WaJ·ehouse (901) 642-7366
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Seeking VP
New office to head university fund raising
Bv Jo NATHAN OuvER
EDITOit•IN.CHIEF

Murray State is currently
searching for someone to head
its new Office of Institutional
Advancement, a position crest·
ed to head up fund raising and
university advancement.

"I think it's a position of vital
importance," said Jim Booth,
provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs.
"Institutional advancement is
becoming more and more
important as we see a shrinking of state dollars and even
some concern of a political

wherever they are."
Booth explained that whoever fills the position will be pri·
marily responsible for fundraising.
Booth said the search is going
"Now that doesn't mean that
very well with applications for that individual goes out and
the position coming in daily, knocks on doors, but that perbut he does not know how soon son will organize and monitor
a decision will be made and the the entire institutional effort to
position filled.
raise funds," he said.
"You really need someone at
"I don't know what the time·
table is," be said. "They may the University who has that as
have difficulty filling it before a full-time position, and also
the first of the year just has reporting to him or her
because people have probably those units on campus that can
institutional
signed contracts and would support the
want to flnish out the semester advancement ," Booth added.

change in Washington and
what impact that might have
on foundations and their avail·
ability of funds for institu·
tions."

Fisher Price plant adds jobs
but parts of the renovation are already operational.
MANACINC EDITOR
"Fifty percent is operational now and more
comes
on line each week," Boyd said.
The local Fisher-Price plant is in the process of
The
plant
is already beginning to benefit from
a $12 million renovation that will convert existing warehouse space to manufacturing space. the renovations.
"What this really helps is job retention," Boyd
The changes will result in new jobs for students
said.
"We hope through this process we will be
and residents alike.
able
to
add 100 jobs. We have more than 1300
"'We closed a production facility in Medina,
people
currently
working in the plant right now
N.Y.," said Ed Boyd, Vice President and General
and
we
hired
70
or
80 today (August 25). We will
Manager of the Murray plant. "There is a shift of
probably
have
to
hire
an additional 70-80 peoproduction from there to here."
ple."
The closing of the Medina plant, and subsequent expanse of manufacturing at the Murray
Some of those jobs will be part-time, and the
plant, are a result ot a latge restructuring plan company is trying to make them accessible to
announced by Mattei which acquired Fisher- students. Boyd said the plant will even have
Price in 1993.
.,me four hour shifts two or three days a week
The renovation involves the conversion of to be flexible enough for a college students
approximately 200,000 square feet of warehouse schedule.
space and converting it to production. The one
"We ar e hiring a lot of people and have lots of
drawback to this is that the warehouse space
will be gone and the plant will have greater pro- different shifts," Boyd said. "We are really trying
duction which will require the finished products to cater this to college students. Some of this is
being done specifically to attract students from
to be shipped out quickly.
It is scheduled to be completed in November Murray State."

Bv T OM

KIMMEL

Wanted Two Freshman Senators
You choose which two.
If you've ever had an interest in government, now is your chance.
Freshman senator applications are available in the SGA office.
Applications must be completed and returned to the SGA office by noon
Sept. 12. A mandatory candidates meeting will be held at 4 p.m. in the
Barkley Room, 3rd floor Curris Center. Elections will be held Sept. 19 from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on the 2nd floor of the Curris Center. Contact the SGA
office for details 762-6951.

VOTE Sept. 19

BEUEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure 1s the
and helps you take on the challenges of
course description. and Army ROTC is
command.
the name. It's the one college elect1ve ~~There's no obligation until your
that builds your self-confidence,
JUnior year, so there's no reason not to
develops your leadership potential
try it out right now.

•

liMY ROTC

TIE SIORTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CD TAlE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

--
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The Central Housing Staff
Area Coordinators and
Residence Hall Directors
would like to thailk all of the

Resident Advisors (RAs)
who worked so hard during
workshop and fall opening.

You've done a great job! .

Thank You!

J
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Great start for beginning

9

fresh~nen

spoke. Finally, they were taught the Murray
State fight song and Alma Mater.
"The new freshmen fee l comfortable with their
Murray State University kicked the new
new home," Radke said. "They know people are
semester off with great beginnings during an
here to help t hem."
improved progi-am designed to benefit incoming
Radke also said that many of the freshmen
freshmen.
have taken the opportunity to make new friends
"Great Beginnings," a week of activities
during "Great Beginnings."
designed to welcome students to the campus,
"I think it was a very, very good success," he
gave freshmen the chance to orient themselves
said.
with college life.
He said t he university is hoping the improved
Last spring, 100 fall orientation leaders were
program will help freshmen retention numbers.'
selected to head 72 groups of freshmen.
Already, the university has approximately 15%
Incoming students were divided by Freshmen
more freshmen than last year.
Orientation classes. Most groups contained 15 to
Dave Washburn, graduate student from
25 freshmen.
Benton, volunteered his position as a Summer
"They're going to be in class together," said
Orientation counselor to help lead the Fall
Paul Radke, director of school relations. "Why
Orientation leaders.
not start them off knowing one another?"
"I was kind of worried when it first started
The groups attended opening ceremonies,
because
we didn't know what to expect,"
where they received a overview of the "Great
Washburn
said. "It went better t han I ever
Beginnings" program and an official welcome
would have dreamed."
from Brum Kassing, president of the Student
Heather Kraemer, senior from Mu'r ray, also
Goverment Association.
l:)elieved
"Great Beginnings" had a positive effect
The freshmen also attended several academic
on
freshmen.
sessions where they learned what was expected
of them as a Murray State student. They were
"It was a learning experience," Kraemer said.
taught how to utilize a syllabus and where to
"I'm
excited about the freshmen who are coming
0.1nny Vowell/ Photo Editor
find academic support when needed. The orienin."
During " Great Beginnings,.. a program designed to he lp incoming students a dapt to campus activtation leaders gave perspectives on time man"We had tremendous amount of help from
ities and academics, this fall orientation gro up gets a taste of life as an MSU fre hsman. The pro gram
agement and campus life from experience.
returning students, faculty and staff. . .so I think
began on Friday, Aug. 19, and ended Saturday, Aug. 26.
On Sunday, Aug. 20, freshmen attended
it's been a great idea," said Jim Booth, provost
"Risque Business.~ a 40-minute skit performed students attended
the New Student
"'t received tremendous attention and atten- and vice president of academic and student
by peer health educators. The performers illus- Convocation, an official welcome to the universi- dance,"' Radke said.
affairs.
trated social topics and issues that occur while in ty. President Kern Alexander spoke and all six
On Monday, Aug. 21, some freshmen attended
'"Great Beginnings' was an exccUent chance
college. Examples include date rape, eating dis- deans were in attendance in cap and gown, as a tailgate party, where they listened to the Racer
for
incoming freshmen to get a look at college
orders and substance abuse. It also gave the new well as all six Regent Collegiate Award winners. band perform and marched into the football stalife,"
said .Maria Lockleer, fres hman from
students ideas about where to go for help.
Dr. Dan Claiborne, the MSU Outstanding dium. They sat together in the stands as Racer
Edgewood.
"'t'll help the transition from high
On Wednesday, Aug. 23, approximately 600 Teacher of the Year, gave the keynote address.
football fans. Football coach Houston Nutt
school to college Hfe.r.
BY MANDY WOLF

COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

oro
es pease with Renovations present
all formal rush results plethora of problems
BY R EBECCA

Ooun

STAFf WRITER

Why were most of Murray
State University's sorority
members back on campus more
a week before classes
started? It was the return of
fall formal rush.
MSU's sororities held their
fall formal rush last week for
the first time in several years.
Prior to this year, formal rush
had not been held until the
semester, with only an
informal rush for upperclassin the fall.
Rush began Tuesday, Aug.
with house parties, skits,
shows and house tours.
week lasted through
evening after the new
members accepted bids.
The quota for each sorority
this year was 41 girls, a signifiincrease from last spring's
of 16 girls. Four of the six
on the Panhellenic
''"'''u''"" filled this year's quota.
Sigma Sigma dropped out
rush. Sigma Sigma Sigma
chair Keri Pierce said the
-Sigs have not filled the
yet.

BY SLO N E H UTCHISON
STAFF WimER

Danny Yowell/ Photo

Rushees eagerly wait to receive their bids from one of six
sororities on campus on Bid Day, Aug. 27, in the Curris Ce;nte~r1
Dance Lounge.

Alpha Omicron Pi president
Denise Brockman said the
return to fall rush added
excitement to the activities.
"We put everything we had
into fall rush," she said. "We
knew there would be more
girls, and the quota would be
larger. Everyone was really
excited."
Tracy Richey, president of
Alpha Sigma Alpha rush Alpha Delta Pi, said that the
Trisha Richerson said fall rush was an improvement
did not have any major for the campus as well as for
to make for fall the sororities and the new
, but said she was happy to members. The returned fall
fall rush again.
rush enabled both the new and
old
members to be done with
"This gave the girls a chance
rush
activities before school
get involved before school
had
really
begun, she said. .
" Richerson said. "This
"It's the best for our campus
there aren't any preconand
the best for our girls,"
'"''''"""i notions about the sororithat the girls might find on Richey said. "Deferred r ush
'"''~'""""' · The girls got to see us was so stressful for everyone; it
was almost an inconvenience."
what we really are."
Several new members also
Michelle Brooks, rush chair
Alpha Gamma Delta, said said having formal rush in the
formal rush was "much bet- fall helped them adjust to colthan the informal fall lege life because they were able
to get acquainted with the camof the past few years.
"This was a big improvement pus and students before actually attending classes.
the numbers," Brooks said.
It was better for us and for t he . Jennifer Gibson, freshman
It's hard for the girls com- and new member of Alpha
straight from high sch-ool Omicron Pi, said, "It was fun. I
having to adjust to college met a lot of new people."
alone."
Alpha Sigma Alpha member
Brooks said that many of the Tori Squires agreed.
'"'~'~"~'~""tv members came back a
"It's really good to have it
early to prepare for rush, now. I probably would've sat in
she said it was worth it.
my room and gotten homesick,"
she said.
Omicron Pi member

r

Kristi Hoffman was happy
see rush return to fall. "It
hard to manage timewise,"
said. "It is good because we will
have our sisters for a
year before any of them
ate."
Some members feel that
rush might have some
vantages for incoming
men, however.
"In the fall, you only
new people through the ..n ..,..,.,_,
ties. With deferred rush, you
get to meet people other places,
too," said Martha Zimmer
Alpha Gamma Delta.
Mandy Keller, new ..........1-U.,..,,
of Alpha Delta Pi, feels rush
went well.
"I had fun doing it,"
said. "I think it was good
had it in the fall because it
a great opportunity
people."

"Considering the un1eX]:tect:e~1
number of girls going through,
I think rush went really well.
think the large n umber of qual
ity girls joining sororities
be a great asset to t he
community."
While both old and
members agree that fall
was hectic and exciting,
member Belinda Vandergriff
Alpha Sigma Alpha su
up rush by saying, "It was all
worth it."

From one end of the campus
to the other, things are changing at Murray State.
There are 130 construction
and renovation projects in the
works here at MSU.
Some of the most obvious
undertakings are the beautification projects that have,
among other things, caused a
serious lack of parking.
Ed West, director of facilities
management, said the university lost approximately 65
parking places as a result of the
landscaping ventures.
However, in an effort to make
things more convenient, the
gravel parking lot on Hamilton
Street next to the Special
Education Building will be
paved and ~me kind of parking control will be added.
Other aesthetic changes
around campus include :a
return to tum-of-the-century
lighting in the Quad and a
landscaping project between
Hart Hall and Winslow cafeteria. The pavement was
removed this summer to make
way for shrubs, flowers, trees
and benches.
Several buildings on campus
are also undergoing major renovations.
"The renovations on Woods
Hall are in the 'mid-design'
phase," West said "Hopefully,
we'll be awarding a contract for
renovation around March or
April and we're looking at
being ready to house students
for summer '97."
West also said the university
is trying to accelerate the
Woods project.
Construction is being done on
the Curris Center to repair the
shelf angles at each floor level.
"The brick was beginning to
sag and break in some places
and it is conceivable that it
could have fallen off so this is
definitely in the interest of
safety," West said.
Repairing the Fine Arts
Annex has not gone as quickly
as had been projected due to

.

Andy Lee/ Staff

Sigma Chi fraternity is currently building a new house on Hughes
Street. The construction is o ne of many on or around campus.

the extensive damage it sustained during a fire last summer. West said the structural
repairs will be completed by
September 10, but renovation
most likely will not be completed until July 1996.
Construction on the Regional
Special Events Center has
started. Earlier in the year, the
project went over budget and
had to be redesigned and rebid.

the exterior painting of t he
Carr Health building, Pogue
Lbrary and Wells Hall.
The residence halls also
underwent some changes over
the summer. New smoke detectors were placed in some halls.
Hart Hall is undergoing a
major plastering and painting
project.

All showers were replaced in
Springer Hall and domestic
''The contractor is currently water lines for the 1uills were
setting up temporary facilities replaced. Pumps that provide
and we are looking at a 700-day water pressure to the upper
completion date so t he center floors of White Hall were also
should be completed on J une replaced.
23, 1997," West said.
West said there is a major
Other projects in effect
include the modernization of
research labs in Blackburn
Science Building, a new sprin·
kler system and new windows
in Lovett Auditorium, new
roofs for the General Services
building and Expo center anci

elevator repair project going on
in the residence halls.
~e are upgrading all elevators and the door operation will
be different and more reliable.
They will all be upgraded to the
:newest standards," West said.
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able. "Everything has come together
wonderfully,• she said.
Boyd rented the space and set up
Is your dorm room boring? Want the store with help from colleagues.
to add some color, but tired of
"I've always wanted to do this. It
posters? Maybe· Karen Boyd can has been a real learning experience,"
help.
Boyd said. "Now the store seems to
Boyd, professor of art, recently be pushing me instead of my pushing
opened an art shop in the town it
to
succeed."
square in downtown Murray.
Boyd also plans to use the room in
The store, named "Objects on the the back of the store to hold demonSquare", opened for business July 4. strations and workshops, as well as
The shop primarily sells artwork poetry readings. She also wants to
made of clay, fiber, glass, metal and utilize the store's front windows to
wood. Items range from sculpture to hold student contests.
clothing to functional pieces and
Although Boyd is on sabbatical
individualized designs.
from the university this semester,
Boyd sells works from students, she will be busy with the store and
faculty and community members, as with regional exhibits. She plans to
well as her own artwork.
hire students to help run the store
Although the selection represents when she returns from sabbatical
a wide variety of tastes, Boyd said next semester.
there are limitations on what she
Boyd has been at Murray State for
will accept.
27 years, and has also taught art in
"I draw the line at country crafts Australia. She said opening the store
and no kits," Boyd said.
has been a new experience for her,
Boyd said she is excited about the but she hopes to use the store as a
response the store has received from teaching tool for art students so they
the community.
can learn about design and use of
"People have been so enthusiastic," space for displays. She said she
she said. Several students have visit- hopes the store will "help tie the unied the store.
versity and town together."
Boyd has wanted to open a shop for
Boyd said she has enjoyed opening
Danny VowelV PhotoEditor
many years, but took the opportuni- and operating the store.
Karen Boyd, left, and Sue Osbron of Farmington Ky.,
ty when that location became avail"It's been so much fun," she said.
discuss consignment terms concerning Osbron's work.

Bv REBECCA Dourr

ST"ff WRITER

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Darra Benson, senior from Murray, and her daughter Lauren
walk from Racer Area to the Curris Center during senior
registration on August 11.

NEED AFFORDABLE

AUTO INSURANCE?

ACE

AUTO

Is The Answer
We quote fifteen companies each time.
You get the lowest price everytime.

Call 753-5891
Ace Auto

HOMECOMING 1995

Have a great semester!

collling Oct. 14
Homecoming will be here
before you know it, so pick up
your parade forms and your
homecoming queen nomination
applications in the SGA office.
Applications must be returned
to the SGA office by Sept. 22.

.

Gourmet Corner
Clioco fate
Coffee
Cookfes
Clieeses
Specia{ orcfer variet:y 6as~ts

Watch your mailbox for further information!

INCORPORATED
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT
AND EMBROIDERY

KERI ALLEN

EMILY HELLON

BREA BICHON

AwsoN HILL

CAMMY BRm
KIM BROCKWELL

KRISTI HOFFMAN
JENNIFER JORDAN

HEATHER BURKEEN

JILL KENNEDY

ANGIE BUTLER

COLLEEN KLEIN

LYNN CHADWELL

DANIELLE KENNERT

SARA CLARK

KATE LACKEY

KRIS CHICHTER

JILL MILLER

EMILY CRICK

KELLY MYERS

SuEANN DEETER

KATYE OLSON

CHRISTY DOWELL

STACY PINTAR

SoNJA Eu

ERICA ROWLETT

EMILY FORBES

EMILY ScoTT

ELIZABETH fRYER

KEWE SCOTT

MARIA GERALDI ·
JENNIFER GIBSON

LORITARR
STACIE TOOLEY

DANA GREEN

MEG WATTS

KELLY HALL

RACHAEL WILKERSON

ELIZABETH HARRIS

BETHANY WRIGHT
LAURA WILD

!OX OFF ALL weeK
ON GReeK MeRCHANDISe
Across From Sparks Hall
104 N 15th Street
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Students find creative ways
to make extra cash iil college

111

HARD WORKIN'
I

BY JENNIFER POTIER
STAFF WRITER

Getting through college financially can be a
difficult and often stressful problem. Some students, however, have found creative ways to
earn extra cash.
In order to bring in the money, students
have drawn upon hobbies, special skills, and
summer work. They've taken what they like to
do and developed it into a lucrative venture.
Debbie D'Angelo, sophomore from Murray,
uses her artistic talents as a supplementary
income.
D'Angelo works out of her home sewing, selling Mary Kay cosmetics, and creating silk
flower arrangements. She makes bridal, prom,
and pageant dresses and also does custom tailoring.
D'Angelo combines her abilities to coordinate
weddings. "I can do anything involved with a
wedding," she said. She makes the bouquets,
dresses, and pulls everything together. She is
currently putting together a wedding in South
Carolina.
With limited time, D'Angelo is very selective
about her customers.
"The extra income allows me to be home with
my kids and go to school without having to
work a ful1 time job," said D'Angelo.
Marcy Snodgrass, senior from Milburn, Ky.,
took what she knew and put it to work. She is

a beauty control image consultant and massage therapist.
She opened an office in her home as a way to
make some extra money.
"It started small and blossomed into a full
time business," said Snodgrass, "I can work
part-time for full time money."
Summer jobs can also develop into great
money-making ideas. JeffPiskos, senior advertising major from Paris, Tenn., began detailing
cars in his garage at home one summer and
watched it flourish into a business.
"I started working out of my garage with my
supplies in a milk crate," said Piskos. In two
years, he was running his shop out of a garage
in downtown Paris doing about 35 cars a week.
During the time he was running the garage,
he still commuted to MSU while taking
appointments and detailing cars.
The shop in Paris has been sold, but Piskos
continues to clean cars by appointment.
Pat Hines, senior from Frankfort, Ky. has
started a computer consulting service to aid
MSU students. He saw a need and is filling the
void.
He charges $15 to load programs, fix bugs,
and give general advice and remedy.
"I'll be helping people out who don't know
much about their computers," said Hines.
Hines is pursuing a double major in computer science and physics and has had 10 years
experience working with computers.
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Andy Let'JStaff

Kelly Oliver, front. and Jess Young, both from Murray, fix the bleachers In the Roy Stewart
Stadium with Swift Roofing Co. The project Is one of many around campus.

Lambda Chi Alpha earns high
award at leadership conference
Tom Kolda, vice president for
advancement of Lambda Chi
" A chapter that wins
Alpha from Indianapolis, Ind.
the Grand High Alpha said, "Fifty chapters submitted
Murray State University's
Lambda-Eta
Chapter
of
Award is a leadership an application to win the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
and a panel of judges
chapter and a model award,
received the Grand High Alpha
reviewed the applications.
to others
Award on June 26 in Bowling
Applications are documented
Green, Ohio. Lambda-Eta's
with the chapters achievePresident David Russell, along
ments, and they are investigatDavid Russell ed."
with fraternity brothers Shawn
Smee and Todd Earwood, were
"A chapter that wins the
on hand at the fraternity's service and fellowship.
Grand High Alpha Award is a
international leadership conUWe are consistently one of leadership chapter and a model
ference to receive the award.
the top chapters in the United
to others," said Kolda.
"The Grand High Alpha States and Canada," Russel
This is the third time
Award is the highest chapter said. "We consistently have top
honor given, and to receive it is recruitment and we are in the Lambda-Eta has won the
award since 1981. Ohio State
·no easy task," Russell said.
top 3% out of223 chapters."
The chapter was selected
Lambda Chi has more than University's Alpha-Tau chapter
based on its on leadership, aea- ~20,000 members internation- was the only other ~hapter to
receive the award this year.
demics, fraternal experience, ally.
BY CARYl. ECKARD JR•

WHEELER by Josh Wilkes

STAFF WRITER

"

Have a safe and
The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha would
like to welcome their newest members

\

happy Labor Day

,
weekend •

· Susan Bailey D• • Elizabeth Mackey
•
' Lindy Beemer •
~ Janet Mazzo chi ~
Brooke McTigue
• Sandra Beyer
o Krystal Brewer
Jessica Morgan
Laurelle Brown
Karen Myrick
•
~ · Kelly Carraway
Erica Pair
Leslie Caughron
Jennifer Parker
•
Jennifer Crisp
Kelly Polivick • o
Dana Damiani
Traci Richerson •
Tracy Davis
Christy Sivia ~
Andrea Elliot
Tori Squires
•
Sara Evans
•
Kristina Thompson
· Angela Gibbs
Belinda Vandergriff
Rebecca Walker .,
Susan Glore
' •
Andi Green
Heather
Wallace
• •
Carmen Holloway ~ · Lauren Warchol
•
Stacy Warren
1' Jill Irwin
•
· Kelli Krill
~
Christy Wilson · .
Sherrie Lofton
Nancy Wilson
•••
Athena Woodward
• Kim Marsh
• • • ••••
· •· G-;·.·-::: Becky Youngwertl_t.~eo~.;/;)
G. ;-.~:::;
.. . .
~

0

Management
& Mar keting
Club
1st Meeting Wednesday, Sept. 6
in the Buisness Building Rm. 402
at 4:30p.m
.
.
Elections will be held

*NEW*

Contact Sam McNeely for information
762-6205 Office 409D- B.B.

9vfurrag State 1lniversity
Stuaent (jovernment
Jllssociation presents:

.9llison 'l(rauss

0

0

.--·-

:r
J

D

•

.. ..

.

*NEW*

and
'llnion Station

•

Sept. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium
$14.50 reserved $16.50 general admission
ALISON K RAUSS & UNION STATION

Tickets Available at Sunset Boulevard, Disc
Jockey, Betsy 's Hallmark, UT Martin, The Music
Bam, MSU SGA office 762-6951
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bmgford crowned Mountain Laurel Queen SAA membership
Queen candidates participated in various social events
throughout the festival as they
AND MICHAEL jOHNSON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR
were observed by five anonymous judges.
"You have no idea who the
Murray State's 1993 Miss
judges are," Langford said "
MSU, Jennifer Langford, was
and I may never know."
crowned Kentucky Mountain
Laurel Queen at the 64th
She indicated that the festiannual Kentucky Mountain
val's unique method of judging
Laurel Festival on May 27 in
alleviates the pressure of the
~neville, Ky.
event. "It keeps it more relaxed
The coronation of the 1995
an you can be yourself," she
Kentucky Mountain Laurel
said.
Festival Queen was done by Lt.
Langford is a pageant veterGov. Paul Patton.
an.
Langford, a senior public
"When I was 13, that was the
Jennifer Langford
relations major from South
first year they had the Junior
The Kentucky Mountain
Fulton, Tenn., represented
Miss Banana Festival Princess
Laurel Festival is the oldest
Murray State in the pageant.
in Fulton. I asked mom if I
Langford is the daughter of festival and a unique event of could be in it, so that was the
Letha Davidson of South charm, grace and beauty.
first pageant I was ever in," she
As the 1995 Kentucky
Fulton and Mr. & Mrs. Larry
said.
Mountain Laurel Festival
Langford of Hickman.
Having been named princess
Queen, Langford received a
In · addition to being named $600 scholarship, a Mountain in her first pageant, Langford
queen, she was also selected Laurel crown, a pearl crown, has had much experience repMost Photogenic.
resenting the university.
and a silver tray.
Langford will now serve on
The Kentucky Mountain
During her years as a student
Laurel Festival is the only the board of directors for the at Murray State, Langford has
pageant in the state where can- festival.
had much experience repreLangford was escorted in the senting the university.
di,d ates from every college and
ur;tiversity may compete.
pageant by Mike Williams, a
In 1993, as a freshman, she
This year's pageant drew con- senior at Murray State from was named Miss Murray State
testants from 21 schools.
Salem, Ill.
University. In addition, she
BY STACI SHIPP

RtPORTER

was
voted
the
1994
Homecoming Queen.
"It's an honor," Langford
said. "fm very proud to represent Murray State."
Langford said the most
rewarding aspect of her honors
is getting to meet people and
establish friendships with
them.
Langford's activities at
Murray State include participating in various campus organizations.
She is a member of the women's golf team, serves as the
Student
Government
Association senator for the
College of Fine Arts and
Communications, has membership on the Affirmative Action
Committee, the University
Academic Council, the Public
Relations Society of America,
and
AERho
National
Broadcasting Society.
Langford is also involved in
the Greek system on campus.
AB a member of the Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority, Langford
has served a$ social chairman,
song leader and pledge class
president.

becomes selective
BY SLONE H UTCHISON
STAFf WRITER

Beginning this fall, students wishing to join the Student
Alumni Association will find it a bit more complicated than
simply attending a meeting and paying a small membership
fee.
The MSU chapter of SAA is following a trend of other SAA's
across the country by closing their membership.
The organization reached its decision following a conference
at Furman University in Greenville, S.C. last spring.
Delegates learned the Murray State chapter was one of a few
with an open membership and decided it needed quality rather
than quantity.
SAA advisor, Carol Julian, said the decision was made in an
effort to make membership within the organization more cohesive.
Students will be able to join SAA by receiving an invitation
or by applying for membership.
Some new policies for SAA will be an interview, a GPA
requirement and an attendance policy for meetings.
"We are looking for people who will come to the meetings and
really get involved," said Nikki Almand, president of SAA.
"We think that by closing membership it will build up pride
in being a member of SAA."
The MSU chapter ofSAA provides service to the community.
Past volunteer projects have included the Mainstreet Youth
Center, Founders Day activities, Homecoming's Kiddy Coral
and Mudball which takes place in the spring.
Applications for SAA can be picked up in the Curris Center
or on the fifth floor of Sparks Hall.

GEAR UP FOR

Survival
check list
o Phone cords and accessories

5999
Upright cordless phone
won't tie you down

Voice-activated
micro answerer

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto-handset paging.

Don't mtss important calls
when you're not in your
room. Remote operation.

U3·1005MB

'43·752MB

2419
Basic trim pbone
saves space

o Alar mclock or clock radio
o TV, VCR and video accessories

o Security devices
o Computer and accessories
o Batteries
o Stereo •qulpmant, speakers
and audio accessories

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.
Whole. '4585MB. Almond,
143-686MB Gray. ,43~TMB

o Heavy-duty flashlight
o Smoke alarm

3419

79!~

AM/FM cassette music
system with E-Bass

0 Part-time job (see the manager ot

Compact speakers let you share
the music. headphones let you
ltsten privately. tt4·1209MB

Shielded die-cast
2-way A/Vspeaker

your local Radio Shack store)

1989'

Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft-dome tweeter.

-·--. -.-

:• :· :· -

Indoor TV/FM ant•na
Improves reception

Black, W40·2048MB Wll<te, ~~·2069MB

··-·-.-.

Fine-tuning control for clearer
picture and sound.
't5·1908MB

AC accessories to power your dorm

3,9

4-outlet adapter. 2-prong. •&t·2621Me ...... " ............... 2.99
6-outlet surge protector in metal housing. ,e, :l13'"'B •• 22.99
6-outlet adapter. For 3-prong outlets. *61·2622MB ....... 3.99
6-outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. •e1-21soMa .. 8.99
Single-outlet spike protector. nM79tMB •••••••••••.••••••• 6. 99
6-ft. 3-0Utlet ext. COrd. Whtl•. tfi1·2744MB Brown , H81·274SMB ..... 1.99
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Whua, J81·2746MB Brown, w61·2747MB ..... 2.39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord. l81-274SMB •••••••••• • ••••••• 3.49

Mlcrocassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one-hand
operation. Two speeds.

3919

'14·1159MB

.-.1!

ltadl8 lhaVft

Sclentmc calculator

Advanced thesaurus

Stores up to 12 frequently used
formulas and runs them with

Small enough to carry In your
backpack or purse. 163-2110MB

justafewkeystrokes

•ss-eos~.~a

~:=:.:ar:::.,~bl;:e,;~or

THE REPAIR SHOP®

~~~;.~~~~~~~~~~~~l-~------~--.~ -,-d
---~-e
---,--h--a--e
--l-(_®.. _ _____-t~eule~cs~t/rmowc1.~ns~. F~Oo;'r"~a~s/0t0othr~e~ e-~a~7o;~y";,aec~a,~lx

service. For a store near you or to order, call
1·800-THE·SHACK"

You've

got questions.

,

We've

g.ot

answers.sM

II

1-800-THE·SHACKsM
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Racers plan OVC surprise
Nutt adds strategies; Cheny, McCann, Hutch to lead charge
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

~any changes are on the
horizon for head coach Houston
Nutt and his 1995 ~urray
State football team, but one
thing remains the same: the
desire to win.
The Racers have improved
and have gained depth at every
position from last season's 5-6
squad, but were picked to finish
sixth in the Ohio Valley
Conference preseason poll.
However, Nutt and his troops
are not disappointed with the
selection. Instead, they are
using it to their advantage to
motivate themselves towards
making an impact in the OVC,
and Nutt likes the team's attitude and work ethic.
"Ever since we started our 6
a.m. workouts, which we call
'fourth quarter,' we've gotten
better," Nutt said. "It was the
toughest winter we had. The
attitude is there, and now it's
just time to get the kids under
the lights and beat somebody
we're not supposed to beat."
The major wrinkle in the
Racer's scheme is the decision
by Nutt and defensive coordinator Kim Dameron to go to an
eight-man front with a 4-4
alignment. This makes use of
the defense's depth, experience
and team speed. It is designed
to shut down run-oriented
offenses while maintaining
pass coverage in the secondary.
"I think that the defense fits
our personnel and our personality a whole lot better," Nutt
said. "The kids really like it."
The defensive unit, with 10
returning starters, will be
sparked by the return of AllOVC selection Anthony Hutch
from a serious knee injury. The
6'4", 275-pound junior defensive end from South Fulton,
Tenn., is solid against the run
and will bring constant pressure on opposing quarterbacks.
At 6'5" and 300 pounds,
junior defensive tackle Ramon
Okoli will flll the interior, with
senior
tackle
Emmanuel
Duviella and senior end Jeff
Hornak completing the line.
The linebacking corps will be
the key for the Racers, as they
will be on double duty with
stuffing the running game,
while checking for the playaction pass. Ronnie Merritt,
MSU's second-best tackler as a
freshman a year ago, returns
with more size and strength
this season. Senior Lamont
Dean will team up with Merritt
in the middle, while senior
Derrick Atchley and converted
junior strong safeties Reuel
Shepherd and Elliott Dunn will

Scon N.1nney/Staft
Mike Cherry, a 6't4.., 210-pound junior quarterback from Texarkana, Ark., rears back to hit an open
Racer receiver with a pass In a recent practice.
keep containment at the out- most dangerous group Nutt from Texas Christian, will batside linebacker position.
wiJl have had since he was the tle for the tailback spot. The
Sophomore Kenny Thomas offensive
coordinator
at versatile McCann will also see
will patrol centerfield at free Oklahoma State in 1988. That action at tailback, with sophosafety, and heralded junior cor· was when he combined the tal- mores Mike Johnson and
nerbacks Renardo Hampton ents of NFL star rusher Barry ~aurice Pollard filling in.
The offensive line, with three
and William Hampton (no rela- Sanders, wideout Hart Lee
tion) will be relied upon to blan- Dykes and quarterback Mike returning starters, will be
ket opposing receivers in most- Gundy to place 11th in the spearheaded by seniors Mike
Ruppe at left guard, and Mike
ly man-to-man coverage.
nation in total offense.
The running game will con- Cutter at right tackle. Senior
"I think our real strength
comes from our defensive line tinue to be the focal point of the Paul Gomez moves from right.
and linebackers, and our sec- Racer attack, with All-OVC tackle to right guard, and
ondary is all experienced," First Team honorable mention sophomores Mark Robinson
Shepherd said. "If we're hitting recipient
David
McCann and Brian Cox fill the wall at
on all cylinders, our defense paving the way at fullback. left tackle and center, respecwill be strong."
Juniors Tim Scarborough and tively.
The passing game will see the
Nutt is also excited about his Tony Turner, along with
offense, which looks to be the Derrick Cullors, a transfer most changes, as Nutt recruit

Mike Cherry transferred from
Arkansas to solidify the quarterback position. Current
Razorback coach Danny Ford
went from Cherry's strength, a
pro-style offense, to an option
scheme, which pushed Cherry
out of the starting job he felt he
had earned.
Cherry's towering 6'4", 220pound frame helps him see the
whole field, and his surprising
athleticism can help him when
pass protection falters. Cherry
achieved the goals he set for
joining the Racers, and he
could not be prouder.
"This is the first time 111 be in
the starting role since high
school, so I'm excited," he said.
"The butterflies will be there,
but I'm looking forward to it.
"What I really wanted to do
coming into this situation was
to come in last spring and
show that I was going to work
hard, and that I wanted to win.
The team, both offensively and
defensively has responded well.
I just want to bring stability,
and show the team that they
can rely on me when it's thirdand-eight."
Cherry will be backed up by
former starter Benji Bona and
sophomore Jonathan Criswell.
The receiving corps will be
led by senior tight end Xavier
Shephard, who, at 6'3" and 253
pounds, plays like a sixth offensive lineman on running plays,
but bas the speed and skills to
be a top-rate receiver. He is
flanked by senior split end
Kwabene Idlette, sophomore
wideout Reginald Swinton and
senior Herman Taylor, a converted quarterback.
Nutt has incorporated a fourreceiver formation into the
offense by putting his quicker
wideouts against opposing linebackers. Nutt also warns that
this set will not be used just for
passing situations.
"It (the offense) just spreads
everybody out, so if we can pro-,
teet, we'll do all right, but it's
our first time using it so it's
still experimental. We can use
it anytime, even though it's a
good third-down package."
The special teams will be led
by senior placekicker Chris
Dill, who rehabilitated a season-ending knee injury to
retain his starting job. Senior
Erik Lombard returns to fulfill
his punting duties, and Bona
will hold place kicks. Turner
and Scarborough will again
return kickoffs, and William
Hampton will step in at punt
returner. Senior Bart Crum,
who has been scouted by NFL
teams, including the Dallas
Cowboys, will handle all long
snapping chores.

Lady Racers set for repeat performance
Bowlin enjoys second-place ranking: Hoffman, Boland earn all-conference h onors
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
SPO«TS EotToa

Even with the loss of three
all-conference players, Murray
State volleyball head coach
Brenda Bowlin has earned the
admiration of her Ohio Valley
Conference peers by being chosen to repeat her Lady Racer
squad's second-place finish
behind last year's champion
Southeast Missouri State.
Losing OVC Most Valuable
Player Sarah Dearworth, second-teamer Gina Buscher and
honorable mention recipient
Liz Spomer, has not discouraged Bowlin. Instead, the
fourth-year coach is anticipating this season's challenge with
much enthusiasm.
"I'm very surprised that we
got picked second," Bowlin said.
"We lost a lot of offense, but
other OVC coaches have
respect for our team and for

what we've done."
Juenger, a 6'1" middle/outside
The Lady Racers will be led hitter from Belleville, ill., and
by All-OVC preseason first- Bonnie Bagninski, a 5'8" outteam selection Kristi Hoffman side hitter from Palos Hills, Ill.
and second-team pick Sarah Juenger is ready to fill the
Boland. Hoffman, a 5'8" sopho- shoes of her predecessor
more setter from Dexter, Mo., Dearworth, especially when the
was named to last season's Ali- team needs a spark.
"I'm comfortable with it
OVC freshman team.
Hoffman is excited about this (being a team leader)," Juenger
year, both from an individual said. "It can take one person to
and a team perspective.
get things started, but every"Being picked preseason first one has to fill a certain role for
team puts pressure on me, but our team to be successful."
The Lady Racers will miss
it also gives me an added incentive to do well," she said. "Last blossoming sophomore outside
year, we had a go-to person, but hitter Angie Roberts, who left
this year, we have a lot more the team for medica] reasons.
However, the additions of
balance."
Boland, a 5'10" senior utility junior college transfers ~elissa
player from Lockport, Ill ., will Bridges, a 6'2" middle ]litter
direct the defense along with from Havana, Ill., and Wendy
fellow starter Dawn Kruse, a Gibson, a 5'9" outside hitter
5'9" senior setter/defensive spe- from Champaign, ill., as well as
5'10" freshman middle/outside
cialist from Waterloo, Ill.
The front line will be deep, hitter Stephanie Diebold of
featuring
seniors
Shelly Louisville will help greatly.
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1995 Lady Racer Volleyball Schedule
The Lady Racer volleyball team will open its schedule againlt the
St. Louis Lady Billlkens on Sept. 5. Here's a schedule of the 1'81t
of the 1995 home games.

Se p tem b er
St. Louis

Sept. 5

6 p.m.

Oct.6

Oct.31

7p.m.
1 p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.

Nov. 9

7 p.m.

O cto ber
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
UT-Martin

Oct. 7

Oct.10
Oct. 24
Oct. 27
Oct. 28

November
Tennessee State
Source: MSU AINellc Department

Chad E. Hoklert'Graphics Editor

49ers'
goals
are still
Super
The National Football
League faces a new era with
expansion, franchise relocation, possible realignment
and another Deion Sanders
auction . ..-----~
But none SPORTS
of these
distrac- TALK
t i o n s 1-----~
s h o u 1 d M IICE
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Francisco 49ers from repeating as Super Bowl chamJ)s.
The Niners, even if they
lose Sanders at cornerback
in addition to running back
Ricky Watters and several
All·Pro defenders, still have
the league's most potent
offense. With quarterback
Steve Young throwing to
wide receiver Jerry Rice, the
Niners are a force regardless
of who is running the ball
and stopping the opposition.
Head coach George Seifert
owes thanks to the New York
Jete for not drafting wideout
J. J. Stokes from UCLA.
The Dallas Cowboys will
again be the leading NFC
contender. They are the front
r unners to add Sanders to
their strong, if underrated,
secondary. However, the
departure of wideout Alvin
Harper to Tampa Bay limits
quarterback Troy Aikman's
offensive targets, unless
Sanders plays bOth ways.
There is also the question of
how
tailback
Emmitt
Smith's tender hamstrings,
the Cowboys' heart and soul,
will hold up.
A surprise team might be
the expansion Carolina
Panthers. Although they will
not earn a wildcard bid, most
teams must not underestimate quarterback Frank
Reich. Reich has always won
as a starter when backing up
Jim Kelly in Buffalo, and
he'll be throwing to fellow exBills Don Beebe at receiver
and Pete Metzelaars at tight
end, complemented by former top rusher Barry Foster
from Pittsburgh.
The Steel City is also '
where Panthers coach Dom
Capers hails from, and the
blitz guru must be feared
with end Jeff Lageman and
linebackers Lamar Lathon
and Sam Mills on his squad.
In the AFC, the Super
Bowl XIX runners-up San
Diego have fallen apart,
opening the door for ~iami,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and
Oakland. Ofthese teams, the
Browns have the best chance
to make the Super Bowl a
close contest.
Under head coach Bill
Belichick, the Browns have
more stability than the
Raiders. The "Dawgs" have
an intimidating defense led
by strong safety Eric Turner,
as well as a punishing running game to contain Dan
Marino and the Dolphins.
They have the deep threats
at receiver, like Andre Rison,
to beat the Steelers. And the
Browns will be stronger if
Eric Zeier, the gifted rookie
thrower from Georgia, takes
over for Vinny Testaverde.
One should see the 49ers
and the Browns meeting in
Super Bowl XXX in Phoenix,
Ariz., with the Niners
pulling away in the fmal
quarter. Besides, in this, the
inaugural season for the
Panthers
and
the
Jacksonville Jaguars, experience will count the most.
And that is what San
Francisco has.
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McCann powers Racer backfield,
wins All-OVC honors at fullback
BY

Scon

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF WRIT(R

At a stocky 5'11" and 210
pounds, junior fullback David
McCann
has
presented
headaches, both literally and
figuratively, to opposing linebackers out of the Racer backfield for the past two seasons.
With broad shoulders and a
rock-solid frame, McCann is
poised to lead Racer tailbacks
into the end zone on many occasions during the 1995 season.
McCann, an Elizabethtown
native, walked on to the
Murray State University football squad from Central Hardin
High School in the fall of 1993.
But even before donning a
Racer uniform , McCann was
already a star athlete at
Central Hardin, where he was
a two-year letter-winner in
football, baseball and track.
In addition to earning allstate, all-area and team MVP
honors for the football team,
McCann also finished third in
the Kentucky state power lifting championships.
During his freshman season
at Murray State, he played on
both sides of the ball for the
Racers. McCann was forced to

play at linebacker on the defensive unit while seeing action at
tailback and fullback as a backup to starter David Cox.
At his linebacker position,
McCann compiled 10 tackles
while also rushing 10 times for
39 yards and catching a pass
for six yards.
But McCann's breakthrough
season came last year when he
captured a permanent spot on
the Racer offense as the team's
number-one fullback. During
the 1994 campaign, he rushed
98 times for 518 yards and
caught 13 passes for 79 yards.
"I was very pleased with
what I did," McCann said. "You
can't ask for much more. If I
wind up back in that same
range (this season), that's fine
with me. We just need to win
more games."
While being a permanent fixture as the squad's starting
fullback helped improve his
production, McCann also gives
credit to a solid group of backups.
"I was able to go in there and
come out to take a breather
knowing that somebody else
was in there doing what they
had to do," he said. "We've got
three or four fullbacks and

three or four tailbacks. All of us
can play."
Running backs coach Danny
Nutt said Racer tailbacks feel
confident with McCann in front
of them.
"They know he's going to get
his block and take care of his
job," Nutt said. r - - - - - - - ,
" There's
nobody
that
works harder
than
David
McCann. He
comes to practice everyday
to work hard.
He loves the
McCANN
game and loves the contact.
Every time he gets in the huddle, it's 'follow me'."
Tailback Tim Scarborough
said McCann provides good
blocking for Racer ball carriers.
"He's a nice blocker,"
Scarborough said. "When we
need some yardage, he's the
man to go to. He's a bard runncr. They (opposing defenses)
can't just look at the tailback,
they've got to look at him too."
Racer head coach Houston
Nutt said McCann is an important part of the team's offense.
"They know how important
he is," Nutt said. "They (the

tailbacks) know that's their big
offensive guard in front of
them. Plus, he's also a threat as
a ball carrier, which really
helps. We'll use him quite a
bit."
Two of the most important
things for a fullback is to be
powerful and to learn to be
aggressive. These are two
aspects of the position that
McCann takes pride in.
"Power and aggressiveness
are the most important things,"
he said. "You've got to be
aggressive. There's nothing
pretty about a fullback. You
just hit on every play. The hole
is not always going to be there.
I know rm not always going to
make the block. You've just got
to be your own back."
McCann was satisfied with
his performance last year, but
said injuries hampered the
team's chances for a winning
season.
"There's no telling what we
could have done, but the
injuries to Anthony (Hutch)
and Chris Dill hurt," McCann
said. "Those two made a big difference. You would never think
that, on a 90-man team, two
people would make that big a
difference."

AB the Racers prepare for the
upcoming season, McCann said
how they start the season is a
big key to the team's success in
1995.
"The major part of the season
is how you start otT," he said.
"Last year we started off fine,
but things died toward the middle of the season. I don't know
why, but things can't happen
that way this year. Once you
catch fire, you've got to keep it
going.
"It's all a part of knowing how
to win and knowing how to
keep it going. We've got to keep
our seniors going and we've got
to keep ourselves going. We've
got to stick together in order to
do what it takes to win."
During
the
offseason,
McCann followed a training
program set up by Racer assistant coach Larry McClain as
preparation for the upcoming
season.
"Coach McClain had a workout schedule that I followed,"
McCann said. "I worked out
with one of my friends that
plays wide receiver at Middle
Tennessee. 1 worked out with
him running hills, lifting
weights and doing some aerobics."

While the loss of starting tailback Waynee McGowan is a
blow to the offensive unit,
McCann feels the Racers have
a stable of good tailbacks to fill
the void.
"I would have to say Waynee
was a big loss, but you've got to
pick up where you left off,"
McCann said. "With Waynee
back there, I had confidence in
him and he had confidence in
me. I knew that he was going to
run right off my block. That's
the good thing about this team.
We've got Tim (Scarborough)
and Tony (Turner), and we've
got this new guy, Derek
(Cullors). That's the way they
run too."
With five returning starters
on offense and nine starters on
defense from last year's team,
the Racers are primed to move
into the top half of the Ohio
Valley Conference standings.
McCann feels confident that
the Racers have a good shot at
fielding a winning team.
"Last year, we were still
learning," he said. "This year,
we know a lot more and we
know what's out there. We
know what we have to do to get
the job done. Now, all we've got
to do is go out there and do it."

Hutch's desire, leadership inspires Racers
BY Scon NANNEY

Not only did the Racers suffer without him, Hutch also struggled with the
fact that he could not play.
Last year was supposed to be a
"I felt lonely (on the sidelines),"
breakthrough season for junior defen- Hutch said. "It was hard because
sive end Anthony Hutch, as he was because I really wanted to be out there
selected to the preseason All-Ohio making playa. I just didn't feel like
Valley Conference First Team.
part of the team."
But, with he and the Racers poised
While a season-ending i~ury could
to make a run to the top of the league have been devastating, Hutch decided
standings, Hutch went down with a to look elsewhere to fill the void.
torn anterior cruciate ligament in his
"I knew that when I was hurt, I
right knee during a season-opening couldn't go out there and help my
victory over Eastern Illinois.
teammates on the field," Hutch said.
Due to Hutch's injury and the loss of "' had to tum my attention toward
several other key players, the Racers something else."
suffered through their injury-riddled
That turned into a 3.5 grade point
season with a 5-6 overall record and a average and a spot on the Dean's list.
4-4 mark in the OVC.
"' had to stay eligible, so I just went
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Welcome Back Students
Call or come by and ask for Dana for
MSU discount prices on
aircuts, Perms, etc.

WELCOME BACK MSU

753-7132

MAGIC NEEDLE TATOO'S
-----------------------------------------------

Monday-Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-2p.m.

~

Olympic Plaza • 759-9347

• Sterile methoda
• OVer ~ bright CoiOI'I
• Many dHignt to ChooM

• Body piercing
• Cowr·up apecalllat
• No druga 01' alcohol
• Muat be 1t IMat

753-4748

~ Congratulations~~

~~

All photos printed...
confidentially.

11)'111"1 old

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL:

Sororities j.

J

Lo.g~·'~

C3aofn
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Everyday 6 a.m. -11 a.m.

on a successful rush, best of luck
( for the upcoming semester.
"})
I.F.C.

i

• 2 eggs • Bacon or Sausage
• Huh browne • BiscuitS and gravy

ONLY $1.85
Don't miss our ...

SALES

RENTALS

KENTlACKY
KAYAK
KOlANTRY

DAGGER
CANOES &
KAYAKS

KIWI
KAYAK

GUIDED SATURDAY RIVER TRIPS

(502) 362-0081

(812) 426-0384

GRAND RIVERS, KY. 42045

Hutch's only goal is to stay healthy.
"I don't have any big goals," he said.
"I'm trying to slow it down now and
just take it one play at a time and only
worry about the play that comes my
way. I just want to stay healthy and go
01lt and..tFy to ~t back to wh~ I
was."
With a stable of new players and a
host of returning starters and developing substitutes, Hutch and the Racers
appear to be ready to pick up where
they left off last season.
"The coaches did a good job going out
and getting a lot of great players,"
Hutch said. "All of them have just fit
in real well. We've all got the chemistry back. We're just going to try and
take one game at a time."

STUDENTS

~~SnaP. Shot·
1 Hour Photo

- Over 15 Years of Experience -

• Only llcenMd ttttoo
trtllt In Callow1y County

"Sitting on the sidelines, you have a
tendency to look at things from a different perspective," Hutch said. "It
was a learning experience watching
other people and how they would per·
form. I could look in there and see how
other people would J'eflct to a eer.teita
play and how I would react to it if I
were out there. I learned something
from others even though I would have
normally been starting."
Hutch said the Racer coaching staff
played a big part in his rehabilitation.
"The coaches kept telling me they
could see me getting back out there,
and I could too," he said. "They just
encouraged me to keep my head up,
which was very hard."
As the new season gets underway,

+ 10°/o OFF with valid ID
To MSU Students
+ Instant Passport Pictures

utting Edge
1304 Chestnut

ahead and put all of my effort into the
classroom," Hutch said.
Racer defensive line coach Larry '
McClain said Hutch could have quit
trying, but did not.
"It would have been real easy for
Anthony Hutch to give ~-----.
up last year, but he
fought back (in rehab)
and fought back in the
classroom," McClain
said. "He could have
gotten
discouraged
and folded his tent,
but he didn't."
While
Hutch .
HUTCH
excelled in the classroom, he also
learned from his teammates while
preparing to return.

NOON
BUFFET
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
• 3 meats • Vegetables • Salads • Homemade Rolls

ONLY $3.95

Murray's only
downtown florist
Roses $21.95 @ dozen
Daisies $7.95 @ pkg
Carnations $7.95 @ dozen
Pixie Carnations $7.95@ pkg
All specials sold wrapped in
paper
Colors subject to availability
Cash -n- carry only
MSU discount does not apply to
these specials
MSU students and staff receive a 15%
discount on any purchase cash -n- carry
at regular price
We do not deliver to MSU

204 S. 4th St. 753-0553
1-800-237-0553
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Hampton serves as defensive cornerstone
BY SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOR STAFF WRinlt

As Murray State University's
football squad enters its third
year under head coach Houston
Nutt, the team's defense will be
a key to a winning 1995 season.
But in order for the defensive
unit to be a success, one Racer
will be counted on to provide a
wealth of leadership and motivation to a young but experienced squad.
Much of that pressure will be
put on the shoulders of comerback William Hampton, a preseason honorable mention
selection to the 1995 All-Ohio
Valley Conference team.
..1 plan to contribute to the
team in a major way by being a
leader for the younger players,"
he said. "We need to get everybody on a roll and boost everybody's confidence."
Since being thrust into a
starting role in the third game

of his freshman season,
Hampton has blossomed into
one of the best defensive backs
in the OVC.
"William's just gotten better
and better," Nutt said. "He has
great ball skills and works
extremely hard. He just doesn't
take a lazy step out here, which
means a lot."
Hampton began his career at
McClellan High School in Little
Rock, where he earned an allstate selection by recording 38
solo tackles, 12 assists and
eight interceptions during his
senior year.
Deciding to attend Murray
State was an easy decision for
Hampton because he was
already familiar with Nutt.
"He and my father played college
ball
together
(at
Arkansas)," Hampton said. "I
knew that if I came here, everything would go fine between
him and me."
As a freshman, Hampton saw

playing time in nine of the
Racers' 11 games. In those
games he compiled 27 tackles,
four pass break-ups, an interception and a tackle for a loss.
But
even,------=-~~
with his early
successes,
Hampton was
not without his
problems.
When defensive
backs
coach
Kim
D a me r on
HAMPTON
placed Hampton on the scout
team, it was hard for the freshman to accept.
"It was hard at first because I
never had a coach that yelled
and screamed at me as much as
he did," Hampton said. "But
now that I'm a little older, I can
relate to why he put me on the
scout team for making the stupid mistakes I made."
"He struggled some early,"
Dameron said. "Then once he

started understanding, he just
started getting better and better. He's become much more
aggressive, much more sure of
himself and plays with a lot of
confidence."
Because of his ea.rly struggles, Dameron thinks Hampton
will provide good leadership to
the squad's younger players.
"He's been where they are,"
Dameron said. "When he was a
freshman, he came here from a
high school situation and didn't
know what it was to go full
speed and all the little things it
takes to play out there on a corner, all by yourself on an
island. He doesn't say a lot but
he's a leader by example."
Hampton's teammates are
also quick to sing his praises.
Senior
wide
receiver
Kwabene Idlette said he and
other Racer wideouts have to
be ready when they line up
opposite Hampton.
"He's a good defensive back,"

Idlette said. "We know the ball's not going to be caught when
it's thrown in his area. I have to
be on my 'P's and 'Q's when I go
against him. My routes have to
be perfect."
Last season, Hampton more
than doubled his production
with 33 tackles, 46 hits, four
interceptions and seven pass
break-ups for a Racer squad
that finished the year with a 56 overall record and a 4-4 mark
in league play.
"'We had a pretty good team,
but we just didn't have a lot of
depth and experience," he said.
"That probably contributed to
the way our season turned out.
It seemed like at midseason,
everyone got tired. All of our
key players were starters and
had to play so much. They
slowed down at the end of the
game."
These problems, along with
several key injuries, plagued
the Racers last season.

Hampton said lack of depth
and inexperience should not be
a factor in 1995.
"It won't be as hard as it has
been in years past," he said.
"This year, we've got a lot of
depth on offense and defense
and got some quality freshman
coming in that can contribute,
as well as junior college players."
AB the 1995 season approaches, Hampton would not only
like to see the team improve,
but also has set some lofty personal goals.
"I had an average season," he
said. "But I felt like I didn't
contribute as well as I should
have. To win the OVC championship and hold the school
record for most interceptions is
my goal."
If Hampton's first two years
at Murray State are any indication of things to come, he will
have no problem living up to
the pressure.

Shephard plans to 'X' out opponents, critics
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPOIITS EDITOR

Like most college football players,
Xavier Shephard is a daunting physical specimen who could make some
football players shiver in their kleats
at the mere sight of him, much less an
ordinanly-sized human being walking
down the street.
·
However, Shephard hardly fits the
stereotypical image of a brash, arrogant student-athlete. Rather, he
prefers to be more subdued when
around company, and lets his actions
on the field speak for themselves.
Shephard, a 6'3", 253-pound senior
tight end from Atlanta, Ga., has com-

bined for 44 receptions for 380 yards
and two touchdowns in three years
with the Murray State football team.
But instead of looking forward to raising his statistical output, ' the 1993
All-Ohio Valley Conference firstteamer would throw all personal glory
aside for an OVC title.
"Personally, the only thing that
matters is winning a conference
championship before I leave,"
Shephard said. "I don't care about
being all-conference. I'm just going to
go out, play hard and let the chips fall
where they may."
Racer head coach Houston Nutt
admires Shephard's drive and
approach to being successful, and is

eager to see what the 1995 campaign
holds in store for him.
"He had his finest camp ever," Nutt
said. "He's in great shape, he's got
good hands and he should be all-conference again ."
Shephard's teammates enjoy having
him on their side.
Starting quarterback
Mike Cherry has only
been with the Racers
since last spring after
his transfer from
Arkansas, but he is SHEPHARD
already prepared to look Shephard's
way whenever possible.
"He's got good hands, good speed

and he knows what to do with the
ball," Cherry said. "Not only is he a
good receiver, but he is a good blocker,
and I'm looking forward to throwing
to him. He's a big target."
Shephard has been getting used to a
new spot in the Racer offense, as Nutt
has implemented a four-receiver set
into the playbook. This formation will
pit Shephard up against smaller,
quicker defensive backs. However,
Shephard is not too worried about
whether or not he will catch more
passes, because his offensive mates
are all capable of breaking big plays.
"Really, the whole offensive line
played t{)gether some last year, and
even though we have two new starters

~CEUH1f~

of Murray

Presents:

Back to School Favorites

.----[

at wide receiver, we're better because
we have more depth," Shephard said.
"It (the new offensive scheme) really
won't matter to me. Coach Nutt is just
putting more speed in the slot."
Shephard, like the rest of the squad,
resents the fact that MSU was picked
to finish sixth in the OVC this year.
However, he knows that the only way
to change that is to win.
"It (the preseason OVC poll) really ·
doesn't matter because the people
who picked us sixth don't know about
the new players we have and how
much better: we've become," he said.
"It's a lack of respect, but we haven't
done anything to earn it, so we have to
go out and beat some people."

AOII would like to thank
our Rush Chair

Jennifer Langford
for an awesome job!
We love you!

Sisters of AOIT
•1nc1u~t-S r;O ''
' h ~C Ju.u IS J l
VJ I·~ Qitt"'IJif

Denim
Vests • Je:1ns

• J tl J fll!
~ ,QII t1Utr
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As Cash .: Available
We Accept Visa/Mastercard & Discover

lACK TO SCHOOL STRESS?
Maintain Your Health through Therapeutic Massage/
$15.00 • 111 How • II«<IL S1UDINI' IUII'U • $UJIG • Hour
2 Convenient Thercplstsi\Dc:

l

UNIVERSITY
TIRE
AND AUTO, INC.

Located on Court Square 110 S. 5th St. 753-6258
Monday -Thursday 9 a.m. - 5:30p.m.
*Student and Faculty* 20% off merchandise with valid ID

Dove Estas, lMT

Hope foncktch

~

~

-SSICJI TO fOU
308 N 6th Street

IOfllla'S

Excluding slwes and cosmetics

Mil Clll
1916 Coldwater Ad

1406 Main · 753·4994 · M·F 7:30 a.m.·5 .m. Sat. 8a.m. ·noon
753-3801
7 Days a Week
10 a.m.- 10 !"' m.

The United Methodist &
Episcopal Campus
Fellowship

751-8909
Tuesday - Saturday
10 a.m.· 5 p.m.

Relaxation Stress ReducHon Pain Relief

1315 Payne Street
753-9859

WELCOME BACK MSU
STUDENTS!!!
Thesday - "Faith Links" T-Room 11:45 a.m. 1: 15 p.m.
Choir Practice - UMCF Center 6 p.m.
Bible Study - UMCF Center 7 p.m.
Wednesday - Free Lunch - UMCF Center 7 p.m.
Thursday - Episcopal Chili Supper- UMCF Center
6-8:30 p.m.
Friday - House of Good Spirits 9 - 11 p.m.
Beginning Sept. 8. Good Christian Music &
Entertainment

·- ::..-:

.

;everyone·,a ve~
..hfii~::::i:: ___ ~; - ·-:~;~

·
Join us for our opening worship service Sunday,
Sept. 10 at 5 p.m. followed by dinner!!!!

:;:~~~: ..- ·~

'

Murray State Student Government Association will
be interviewing candidates for the Non-traditional
University Center Board chair and the Election
Ways and Means senate chair. Applications are
available in the Student Government Office 1st floor
Curris Center.
Deadlines for Application are noon Sept 12 and 13.
Interviews will be held at 5 p.m. on the same day.

)

,,S~cc.essfql
FOR DETAILS
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Gottfried finalizes schedule Sports
Former UCLA assistant lines up basketball elite
BY )ASON ROUSE

"

REPORTER

Were not scared to
play anybody, and
we're going to contin~
ue scheduling these
quality programs
while I'm here. "

Murray State's men's basketball program may have just
hired a new head coach, but
when Mark Gottfried came
here in May. he was not prepared to settle for the average
Racer schedule.
Gottfried, a former assistant
coach under Jim Harrick at
Mark Gottfried
1995 NCAA national champion
UCLA, is accustomed to sched- kids are out there to play the
uling top non-conference oppo- larger schools, but you also
nents and facing a grueling have to play the quality home
conference schedule full of Top games."
20 teams.
With only having a few
Still, Gottfried is adapting to months to fill in the Racer baslife in the less-challenging Ohio ketball calendar for the 1995Valley Conference, and he is 96 season, Gottfried is pleased
adjusting himself to such a with the level of competition
s c h e d u 1 e . ,....---.. . . . . . .-=-----, that this year's
However, he is not
team is going to go
lying low in terms
up against.
"We're
of arranging a nonnot
conference agenda
scared to play anythat will help
body, and we're
going to continue
MSUwith earning
a better NCAA
scheduling these
Tournament
quality programs
thanks
to
a
while I'm here," he
tougher schedule
said.
come March.
The Racers will
"I want to make
open up the year
GOTTFRIED
this the best team I
Nov. 17 with a
can," Gottfried said. "I want to home exhibition game against
take these kids further this Athletes in Action, an orgayear in the NCAA Tournament nized Christian basketball
than any other team in the team that travels across the
·past."
United States, and one of
In order to do that, the Gottfried's former teams in
Racers would have to schedule which he played for after playin some open dates with quality ing and graduating from the
schools
with
NCAA University of Alabama.
Tournament
experience.
The Racers will then host the
Gottfried went out and sched- Croatian Nationals on Nov. 21
uled four additional games. in another exhibition game and
Those teams are Purdue, officially start the season with
Drexel,
St.
Louis
and a home game against Berry
Louisville. Murray State also College on Nov. 25.
faces Western Michigan, anothAfter the Western Michigan
er top caliber team on Nov. 28. game, the Racers will enter the
"There has to be some kind of Boilermaker Classic in West
balance," Gottfried said. "The Lafayette, Ind. MSU will face

Men's 1995-96 Hoops Schedule
Coming off a respectable 21-9 recond last season and an
impressive performance against the North C&rollna Tar Heels, the
men's basketball team, directed by new head coach Mart<
Gottfried, begins it season against the Athletes In Action on Nov.
17. Here is the rest of the schedule for the upcoming season•.•

November
Athletes in Action (Exhibition).................................. Nov.
Croatian National Team (Exhibition)....................... Nov.
Berry College .......................................................... Nov.
Western Michigan .................................................... Nov.

The men of KA 'I' extend a
warm welcome to the ladles
of AKA, ~e. :trP, and all
other sororities, Yo Baby!

December

January
at Tennessee State••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jan. 8
at Tennessee Tech............................................... Jan. 8
Eastern Kentucky..................................................Jan. 13
Morehead State................................................... Jan. 15
Ill lh'-Martin...........................................................Jan. 20
at St. Louis ............................................................... Jan. 22
at Austin Peay.....................................- ............... J--. 27
at Middle Tennessee........................................... Jan. 29

February
SoUtheast Mla.&CJurl.............................................. Feb. 1
Tenn...... Tech................................................_.. feb. 3

Tennessee State..........- .........................._......... Feb. 5
at Morehead State...........................,_................Feb. 10
at Eastern Kentucky............................................. Feb. 12
UT·Martln................................................................ Feb.. 17
at Southeast Mlaaourl................................- ••••••• Feb. 22
Middle Tenneaaee................................................ Feb. 24
Austin Peay••••••••••••••••- ....................................... Feb. 26
OVC Tournament...•.•......•........••••••••••- •••••.•.•••••••••• Feb. 29
All OVC Games on Conference
Source: MSU Athle11c Depattment

Drexel on Dec. 1 nnd will face
either Purdue or IllinoisChicago on Dec. 2.
The Racers will ~lay its other
new opponents starting on Dec.

HELP WANTED

The News would like to welcome
all our new staff, Including our
new advisor Joe Hedges

Eam $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell eight Trips &
Go Freel Best Trfps & Prices!
Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica,
Florldal Spring Break Travel!
1·800-678-6386

If you are reading this, then you
know that classifleds in the
Murray State News work. Tl)' It
today!

Knighttrain

It's all good!

Kn lghttraln
Knlghttrain

Hey Kelly. Mr. T called, he said
that he wanted his bad attitude
back.

Knlghttraln

Pencil

Knighttraln

ROO MATES

Knighttraln
It's Friday.lt's4:19. Oh Yeah!
Candlebox is the Bon Jovl for
!he 90's. You know It's true.
Hey nm, ill were a carpenter
and you were a lady, would
you marry me? Would you
have my baby?·Brutus

Two female roommates needed
for NICE four bedroom apart·
ment. Cheap rent Call753.0218

The
Murray

Help Wanted:Now hiring
waitresses and kitchen help.
Apply in person at the Big
Apple Cafe.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

~every

Friday!

~RATES

INDEX

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classifleds Department,

The Murray State News, 2609 University Station

THE CHESTNUT PRESCHOOL

Tha.n k you
TRICIA RICHERSON

&

• 36 Student Enrollment •
• Spacious Classroom and Playground •
• Hours: 7:30a.m.- 5:20p.m. •.
• Competitive Rates •
Paula Cathey, Director

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HElP WANTED
LOST&FOUNO
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

Murray, Kentucky 42071

• Degreed Teachers •

Phone: 489-2996

Murray High School product Chris Cheaney
recently signed with the Murray State University football
team after his letter-of-intent and scholarship at Western ·
Kentucky became invalid because of poor grades.
Cheaney is ineligible until next year under NCAA
Proposition 48 guidelines and cannot play or practice with
the Racers until he acquires 2-4 hours of credit Cheaney
started at tailback for Murray and led the Tigers to the
Kentucky Class 'A' state championship game.
Murray State baseball head coach Hike Thleke
has announced that tryouts for the baseball team will be
held Tuesday at 4 p.m. in Room I 03 of the Carr Health
it- Building.
,

You can put 10 of
your own words into
The Murray State News
for only $1

News

With MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 1oe per word Without MSU ID: 15e per word

• Quality Curriculum in a Nurturing Environment •

Paducah resident R~dy Morgan has finally brought
professional baseball to Paducah with the recent formation
of the Big South Class 'A' League. The league, unaffiliated
with major league baseball, will open an eight-team {with
the possibility of two more teams), 70-game schedule June
10, 1996.
Morgan is currently planning the remodeling of Brooks
Stadium with the addition of bleachers and seats that he
purchased from extinct major league ballparks, like the old
Comiskey Park in Chicago. Morgan wants to draw an average attendance between 700 and I,OOQ.

State

SPRING BREAK '96· SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREEl!! Student Travel
Services is now hiring
campus representatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Cancun. Daytona and
Panama City Beach. Call1·
8()().648-4849.

The MSU LeSbian and Gay
Student Group meets weekly.
Come out and join us! An offlclally recognized student group.
for more Info call762-4723

M~:NEWS

16 with a home game agamst
Washington University of St.
Louis, followed by a trip to
challenge the University of
Louisville on Dec. 20.

Pick up

Part-time evenings. $5 plhr
plus commissions. Apply In
person at Breaktlme Billiards
In Dixieland Shopping Center.

NOTICE

Kristi Hoffman and Anthony Hutch have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Hoffman, a 5'8" sophomore setter from Dexter, Mo.,
was selected to the Ohio Valley Conference Volleyball
Preseason First Team. Hoffman, who smashed the Murray
State record for assists in a single season as a freshman,
earned AII-OVC freshman team honors by helping the
Lady Racers finish as conference runners-up last year.
Hutch, a 6'4", 275-pound junior defensive end from
South Fulton, Tenn., maintained his AII-OVC Preseason
Football First Team status after recovering from a torn
anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee that he suffered in last year's season-opening 3 1-15 win at Eastern
Illinois. Hutch, an AII~American candidate, will spearhead a
deep, fearsome Racer defense that features an eight-man
front able to stop the run and cover the pass with speed
at every position.

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Edi!or

PERSONALS

Jenny and Mandl Jo- You did
a wonderful job on Bid Day.
Love In AI.A, your sisters

25
28

at Boilennaker Classic............................................. Dec. 1~2
(MSU vs. Drexel on Dec. 1, Chainplonship/Conlolation GanMt on Dec. 2)
Arkansas State ..............•...••..•....••••..•.•••••••..........•.••Dec. 5
at Western Michigan ................................................ Dec. 9
Washington University........................................... Dec. 16
at Louisville ............................................................. Dec. 20
Ashland University.................................................. Dec. 30

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

17
21

Notebook

CARRIE AsH
for all your hard work
during rush!
You did a great job!
Love in ASA,

Your sisters

Bring this form with up to 10 words
and a dollar to
The Murray State News office,
Wilson Hall Room 111 by
Wednesday at 3 p.m.
and see your words in
print on Friday.
Offer ends Wednesday, Sept. 6
at 3 p.m.
Southside Barber Shop
Welcomes

LINDA HAYDEN

(Formerly of University Barbershop)

Linda invites all former and new
customers to tier new location.
Tuesdays ~Thursdays: 8a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturdays: 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Southside Shopping Center
South 12th St.
Owner: Don Kell
Barbers: Charles, Ray, Paul, Jamie, and Linda
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NEWS
DEAD-ICATED MANNEQUIN

WQTV

ENGINEERING

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

The station is scheduled to be pants on their players and
broadcast
on
~urray
teams.
In fantasy sports, people use
Cablevision Channel 63 and on
UHF Channel 46 for viewers current data from players from
who do not subscribe to cable professional sports te~ to
draft their own teams. People
television.
A variety of programming gain points by keeping up with
will be available on the net- the individuals they draft.
work. A 6 p.m. and 10 p.m.
"We hope to be out there carnightly newscast will highlight rying those things," Parker
the programming schedule. said.
Larry ~clntosh, a former
Parker said the station is
sportscaster for WPSD, will currently in the process of hiranchor the newscasts.
ing around 20 to 25 employees.
Other programs scheduled on
In his search for employees to
the network will include a 30- fill positions, one of Parker's
minute program called "Faces main targets is ~urray State
and Places" that will focus on students in the field of broadlocal residents and a 30-minute cast journalism.
community events calendar
"We're going to work closely
called "What's Happening?"
with the university students
Parker also has planned to
and the Journalism, Radio and
bring Murray State sporting
TV Department," he said.
events to the network on a
Parker said anyone who
tape delay basis. Other sportwould
like to apply for a job at
ing events Parker is seeking for
the
station
should bring a
the station are games from sevresume
to
the
radio station and
eral professional sports teams
set
up
a
time
to
be interviewed.
including the Cincinnati Reds
The station's 525-foot antenand Cleveland Indians (baseball) and the Cleveland na is located close to the
Tennessee state line while the
Cavaliers (basketball).
A one-hour fantasy sports television studio will be located
show is also scheduled. This in a newly constructed building
program will be designed to behind Parkers radio stations
update fantasy league partici- on Duiguid Drive.

ing has been decided. It has gotten bad enough that the
Associated Press ran an article detailing how the engineering
school debate has caused bad blood between the two communities.
As of yet nothing has been decided. The CHE is scheduled to
release a report on (date) that will make a recommendation on the
need for an engineering school and the location.
All the two schools and communities can do now is wait for the
report and hope the recommendations are in their favor.
However, there is no guarantee that the report will settle the
issue.
"I think we need to be real careful because I am not so sure the
report will come back either yea or nay," said Jim Booth, MSU
provost and vice president of academic and student affairs.
"There will probably be some real gray areas that may give us an
opportunity to respond and help solve the problem."

INTERNET
Continued from Page 1

scribers who sign up with MSU
-Online.
In order for the offering to
continue after six months,
~SU-Online needs 2,000 paying subscribers.
"If we don't get the numbers
then they will be pulling the
equipment out of here and we
have six months to the first
threshold (of 2,000 users),"
Miller said.
• Campus resources will
con tinue to improve

Miller stresses that this will
not usurp the university's goal
of developing a campus wide
network and future investment
in infonnation technologies.
Work on a campus wide fiberoptic network has begun in
Faculty Hall as a model for
other campus bu.ildings.
Murray State hopes to have a
text-based Web browser available in the near future for faculty, staff and students.

Danny Vowell/ Photo fditor

The University Booksto re's ne west e mployee has raised
many q uestions as to Its reality. Admittedly It's fake.

Shield Pictures

WELCOME BACK
MSU STUDENTS!!!!!

RSEC
Continued from Page 1

Seniors: Sept. 11 - 15

2 BIG MACS FOR

"It's really critical that they get in there now and get the earth
work done before bad weather sets in," West said.

$2

Third Floor Curris Center

Even though the project is underway, West said it will take
awhile for the building to take fonn.

2 EGG MCMUFFINS FOR

"They've got a little bit of the earth moving right now," he said.
"There'll be a whole lot going on in and under the ground. It will
be several months before you see anything coming out of the
ground."

$2

~urray State president Kern Alexander said he is glad the project is moving forward.

"I'm just pleased it's finally underway," he said. "1 know everyone's been anxious for this thing to get started."
The facility will be located behind Stewart Stadium and will
house the Racer basketball team, concerts, trade shows and other
large gatherings.

for only

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Organizations: Sept.

Third Floor Curris Center
3- 10 p.m.

McDonald'S

•

I

18-22

s

(except Sept. 22)

Contracts and checks must be turned .
in by Sept. 15 at 116 Wilson Hall
762-4495

107 N . 12th St.
THROUGH SEPT. 14
P.S. DON'T FORGET TO HAVE \'OUR CARD PUNCHED!!I!

$20/Inonth

or

$100/seinester
• Aerobics
• Body Toning
• Slide Aerobics
• Abdominal Classes
• Free Weights
• Step Aerobics

12th St. Branch

University Branch

209 North 12th St.
759-9622 or 759-9699

1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295 or 753-0228

Hours

Hours

Monday - Thursday 5:30a.m.- 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon - 5 p.m.

!! ;
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Monday - Friday 6 a.m. - 1Op.m.
Saturday 2 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 5 p.m. - tO p.m.
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